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SPA NISHAMEMAK1

Inlfc

"With Malice toward None, with Chanty for
..

RÓYTMora CountyT

Volume XIV.

W. W. Wildman

Sergeant Kirby

The uncertainty of Human life
was again emphasized by . the
Budden deatn of William Wesley
Wildman, one of the old and respected residents of Roy Tuesday morning from a stroke of
Appoplexy, after an illness of
but a few hours duration. Mr. Wildman was in usual robust health when he sat down to
'
table Monday
the breakfast
morning. He was pouring himself a cup of coffee when the
stroke seized him. He was paralyzed and in a few minutes was
ll
unconscious and remained so
4:30 Tuesday morning when
he passed away, aged CO years
5 months 11 days.
Mr. Wildman was born in Newton Co. Missouri, April 27 1857
He was married Mar, 2d, 1879 to
Miss Amanda E. Garner, who
'with two sons survive him.
He was a member of the
Baptist Church and of the Mason
ic order and the friend of every
one who knew him.
He and his wife came to Roy
last spring to spend the summer
with their son, J. E. Wildman,
the Realestate and Insurance
man, and have been enjoying
their visit and were enamoured
with the town andmesa. He
enjoyed the best of health up to
the moment of the stroke. .
The boby was prepared for
shipment by Undertaker, J. J.
Ernnirton. of Katon and was
taken to his home at Neosho,
His
Missouri, for interment.
other son, arrived Wednesday
noon to accompany the fuheral
party back to his home. A num
ber of Masons of this vicinity
met at the depot to offer fraternal sympathy to the bereaved
family on their departure and
the entire community , joins in
sympathy.

The following from the San
Francisco California Call is news
from a popular Roy boy - Berry Kirby, Sixty second Infantry, stationed at the Presido,
appointed a sergeant
was y
and assigned to the permanent
school detachment, school for
'
cooks and bakers, as an in-

un-ti-

,

AH,

and with Furoness in the Right."

Saturday. TOctober

New Mexico.

Constitutional Amendments
.The proposed amendments to the Constitution of the State
of New Mexico, will be voted on in November of this year.
They are published in all the papers of the State that all
citizens may have a chance to fully understand them and
vet it is certain that but few will take the trouble to analyze
them and really know, what they mean when election day
comes.
As we understand it the amendment to create a new Judicial
District is a mere political move to get the present Democratic
Judicial District of Union, Colfax and Quay counties and readjust the counties so that all these may be dominated by
Republicans.

to-da-

structor.
A letter from Barrp says
"Since being transferred from
San Diego, to Presidio I have
been very busy drilling with nv;
company, acting Mess Sergeant
and studying for Exam, which I
passed O. K. for Sergeant Instructor. I am Meat Instructor.
The work is very interesting and
strenuous for a beginner.
We have 175 students enrolled
The military discipline is enforced the same as in a Combatant

This is the accepted reason for this change. It is deplorable that political bosses should get so depraved that they
must needs have Courts controlled by Political influences in
order to insure the perpetuity of the party by rewarding
Political friends and persecuting political opponents but that
is the apparent intent of this amendment therefore we shall
vote against it.
In the matter of taxation and Revenue. The present tax
law is so utterly bad and unfair that the proposed change
seems like an attempt to better conditions and, if there is no
joker in it thát can be used by scheming tax dodgers to evade
the apparent intent it is laudable and may prove efficient in
For these reason n we
equalizing the burden of taxation.
shall vote for. it,

regiment.
I again promise to write a letter soon. My address is - Sergeant Barry Kirby, U.S. Army
--

' Presidio of San Francisco Cali.

Diek Pendleton has purchased
the 40 acre tract in the Northwest corner of Roy, formerly
owned by Clinton Neal and start
ed to build a residence on it Tuesday. He will erect a good residence and make the property
valuable as well as a fine home.
He is drilling a well also.

is a measure which a preThe Prohibitory' Amendment
public
in
ponderance of
sentiment its favor forced onto the
is
last Legislature. It a reasonable, timely and effective
measure devoid of all rancor, partisanship, raaicalism br
sentiment. Just a plain demand that New Mexico get in
step with the times and eradicate the greatest evil that besets her people. Intemperance - - to accomplish which the
;
liquor business in its entirety must go.
,

,

returned
after an
,

...

Mrs. George Lewis and her
mother, Mrs. Dr. McKinney,,,of
Mosquero were called to EI Paso
Tuesday by the serious illness of
I, C. Ploersheim, of the Spring here sister, Mrs. Loggins.
er times, spent Saturday and Sun
day at the parental J." Floersheim
W, Sneider, Manager of the
home. His brother, Sylvan, has J.
Wilson Company Elevator,
new
resigned as Deputy P. M. at Roy
to Roy and is now in
moved
has
and went home with him to help
of
charge
the 'grain business
on the Times for "awhile. '

This measure has reached the point where there is no
reasonable doubt of the passage of the Prohibitory Amendment. It will be carried by the dominant class of citizenship. Radical temperance advocates' recognize that this is a
time for sober judgement to prevail and radicalism is being
avoided. The victory will be won by the votes of men who
have never before lined up with them in the cause and who ;
do so now because the time has come, when the thing can be
put across. The greatest danger to the cause now is the an-- .
tagonism that would be aroused by extreme utterances or
'
'
'
'
methods.
4

Mrs. Rev. Hearn and daughter
came home Tuesday from Tucum
cari where they finished their
visit east.
.

extended visit, there.

4

'

"':.

P.ohibition now and
The people are united for State-wid- e
overwhelming
majority.
by
an
carry
,
will
it
For these and many other reasons we shall vote for it and
we urge every man who feels the responsibility of his commission as, in a measure, his brother's keeper, to do the
some.

"For the purpose of electing the
judges for said districts this amendment shall be effective November 1st,
here.
Proposing the Amendment of Sections 1918, and the judge for each district
shall be chosen by the electors of the
12 and 25 of Article VI of the Con- BORN:- - Monday, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ethel Harper postmistress stitution of the State of New Mex counties comprising the respective disMrs. Lee Anderson, a daughter
as herein designated.'"
at Mills and Miss Ruth Rtbirtson ico, Entitled "Judicial Department." tricts
For the Amendment
All reported just . fine and the
of
Regolved
Legislature
by
the
Be
It
were business visitors in Roy
Against the Amendment
proudest father in town is Lee.
the State of New Mexico:
AMENDED

HOUSE JOINT
LUTION NO. 19

RESO-

.

Tuesday evening.

Mrs. John Mackey, and Mrs.
Gale Kidd is home from Okla
Cook, of Solano and Mrs.
homa
where he has been working
have all graduated from
oil wells the past year,
drilling
the Plumlee Hospital this week.
Mc-Dani-

Mrs. Bergqvist, of Mosquero,
aged more than 70 years died at
the Plumlee Hospital Sunday.
She came suffering from pneumonia some time since and died
from complications arising from
it coupled with old age.

Mrs. Lortz , and children left
Sunday.' We think they went to
Utah where Mr. Lortz has a good
position and has been for some
"
'
time. ".
.
A

Mrs.

Mrs. L. N. Kirby called Satur
day with a bucket full of as fine
potatóes as ever grew in any
country, a sample from her gar

den.
She assures Us they were not
for us but for the Secretary of
the Red Cross in which she is
deeply interested because of her
three boys in the army and the
thousands of other mother's boy's
and she intends to lend her skill
as a knitter for the Red Cross as
soon as their crops are all cared

her home in Tucumcari Sunday
We are satisfied with our posiafter '. an extended visit with tion as recorder of the deeds
relatives and friends here.
done by the "Doers" so long as
we get a share in the rewards.

Christian Endeavor

J. Floersheim returned Friday
Song - 48
from
San Francisco, where he
Song 11
took
Mrs.
Floershéim for treatLesson - What is Committed to
which
will require several
ment
you?
Hemonth?.
finds business
Scripture Reading 2nd Tim 1 4
booming
there and his old friends
Prayer - Rev. Hearn
have many of them become milReadings on Lésson
lionaire but he is glad to get
Reading - Dorothy Gibbs.
back to little old Roy again.
Solo - Miss Clara Martin
Talk "Committee Meeting"
:
Forest Shrum and family
Mr. Russel
, '
came from the orchards last week
Committee
'Things
our
Talk
Mr. Johnson with two wagon loads of apples
ought to do."
and a
team: He called
Song 137
his
in Roy with a
on
friends
and
Lena
Lusk
Leaders Misses
N
buy
to
chance
a
few.
Alice Nowlin
!

--

--

That Sections 12 and 25 of Article HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION N0.24
VI of the Constitution of the State of To Amend Section 1 of Article VIII of
New Mexico be amended so that said
the State Constitution Relative to
sections respectively shall read as fol
Taxation and Revenue.
lows:
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
the
"Section 12. From and after
That it is hereby proposed to amend
first day of January, 1919, the state
1
shall be divided into nine judicial dig Section of Article VIII of the State
so as to read as follows:
Constitution
for
chosen
be
trict8 and a judge shall
Section 1. Taxes levied upon tangieach district by the qualified electors
thereof at the election for representa ble property 6hall be in proportion to
tives in jCongress in the year 1918 and the value thereof, and taxes shall be
each Bixth year thereafter. The terms equal and uniform upon all subjects of
of office of the district judges shall be taxation of the same class.
jno county, city, town, village or
six years."
school district shall in any year make
1st, 1919, the state shall be divided tax levies which, will in
the aggregate
"Sec. 25. From and after January produce an amount more than five per
into nine judicial districts, as follows: cent, in excess of the amount produced
First District The counties of San by tax levies therein during the year
ta Fe, Bio Arriba and San Juan.
preceding, except as hereinafter pro,
Second District The counties of vided.
In case the amount desired to be
Bernalillo,' McKinley and Sandoval.
The counties of produced by tax levies is more than
Third District
Dona Ana, Otero, Lincoln and Tor- five per cent greater than the amount
'
produced in the year preceding, such
.' ' '
rance.
Fourth District The counties of fact shall be set forth in the form of a
special request and filed with the State
San Miguel, Mora and Guadalupe.
In case the State
Fifth District The counties of Cha- Tax Commission.
Tax Commission approves such proves, Eddy and Lea.
posed increase it shall specifically auSixth District The counties of
.

r

Freda Jones returned to for.

-

;1-1-

(,

--

six-hors- e,

--

-

--

Another Weddin' Good Old Men
James S." Christman and Miss
Olga Nelson, of Liberty, drove
to Maxwell, Monday and were
married by Rev. Jesse L. MereThey
dith at the parsonage.
and
to
Cimarron
on
motored
then
they
were
the last heard of them
headed for Taos on a wedding

The original J. P. Morgan,
though born rich and reared as
an international banker, vas
sixty before he did his greatest
work, and nearer seventy before
Wall Street, in its hour of trouble
acknowledged him as its undisputed leader.

Harriman at fifty was an

trip.

ob-

Mr. Christman is an old time scure broker,
Hill's hair was gray before he
homesteader on this mesa and is
conceded the best deep well drill- became the Empire Builder of
er and the most successful trac- the Northwest.
At fifty Woodrow Wilson was
tor man and all around useful
college professor
citizen we have known. He has a
Charles M. Schwah has done
been a long time trying to per
suade his victim to this rash step his greatest work since he cross- mark.
and we are kind of glad he has ed the
The three most influential
succeeded.
.
;
His bride is one of the most bankers - in America
popular school teachers as well as George F Baker, James
lady farmers on the mesa. She
and Jacob H. Schiff, averseventy
age
years of age, while
has proved up on a 320 acre
homestead besides being identi- the three leaders of the 'younger
fied with every public enterprise school,' Henry P. Davison, Frank
in her community. They have A. Vanderlip, and Otto H. Kahn,
long planned this sequel to a very have all lived
or more
romantic coutship and we aré
There is not a leading railroad
enough of a prophet to foresee
only happiness and prosperity president in the whole land not
old enough to be a grandfather.
for them in the future.
From this he deduces a moral
rented
the
Haines,
shun shifters
has
P. C.
"Employers
room in the Floersheim Building Find your sphere, then stick to
adjoining the Post Office and is it. If it has taken millions of
fitting it up for his llames? years to develop mankind, must
Store. This is the most desirable we fret if it takes us a few years
location in town and one of the to rise above the rank and file of
best rooms. Mr. Haines will offer mankind? Must we quit if
a fine line of harness and allied
get there quickly? The
horse furnishings.
pace y
calls for red blood,"
not white livers men of grit,
Rev.Bugg, a Methodist minister hot grouch, Stickers, not stick- arrived here from Oklahoma last !ers.
week to spend a vacation in
search of health. He has erect
Floyd Ivey, has been appoint-- ;
ed a tent down near the residence
ed Deputy Game Warden for
of Rev. Hearn and will live the
simple life in the open. He al this district and will supply you;
ready shows signs of improve with a hunting licence any time .
at the office in" Floersheim's ;
''' v
meftt.
Store
Better to pay $1.50 and
.. ,,.;,:
f
21
have your licence than take the ;
Virgil Anderson has secured a
chance of being caught out with"
"Jumbo" tractor and fixed' up
gun without
a
the old bean thresher invented
by his father and gone threshing
Melville Floersheim left Mon
beans.
He started on Fred
day for Hot Springs. Arkansas
Brown's 400 acre job.
where he will take baths and
drink no end of water until his"
The Red Cross Auxiliary will
rheumatism is removed.
supply yarn to expert knitters
for knitting for the soldiers; ApC.'C. Cunningham, Mounted
ply to - Grace W. Gibbs, Pres,
Policeman from Springer and
Mr. Million, of Solano, went to Frank McDaniels, of Springer,
the Springer orchards Monday. were in town Tuesday in Charlie's
big roadster,
calling on old
little-know- n

half-centur-

y

.

to-da-

Still-ma-

n,

.

to-da-

y

.

we-do-

'

Mrs. Rev. Russel
from EI Paso Tuesday

Number ?8

13 7 19177"'

Grant and Luna.
Seventh District The counties of
Socorro, Valencia and Sierra.
Eighth District The counties of
Colfax, Taos and Union.
Ninth District The counties of De
Baca, Curry, Quay and Roosevelt.
"In case of the creation of new
counties the Legislature shall have
power to attach them to any contiguous district for judicial purposes.".
"All suits, indictments, matters and
proceedings pending in the several dis
trict courts of the state, and all criminal offenses committed at or prior to
the time this amendment goes into effect, shall proceed to determination
and be prosecuted in the courts of the
districts hereby established in like
manner as if the districts had been
so constituted at the time such suits,
indictments, matters,- - proceedings and
offenses were respectively commenced,
iound arU committed."
,

thorize the same; if it disapprove, it
shall so state with its reasons therefor, and its decision shall be final.
All acts and parts of acts in conflict
with the provisions of this act are
hereby repealed.
Sec. ,2. That after the submission
and approval by the electors of this
state, the provisions hereof shall take
effect on January 1, 1918.
For the Amendment
Against the' Amendment
PROPOSED PROHIBITION
AMENDMENT
Committee Substitute for Senate Joint
Two and
Resolutions Numbers
Three. Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution of the State of New Mexico
by Adding Thereto Another Article,
the Same to Be Numbered XXIII.
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of

to-da-

.

,

,

That the Constitution of the State frieuds.
of New Mexico be and it is hereby
amended by adding thereto a new ar
Mrs. F, A. Roy has been seri
ticle to be numbered and designated
ously ill for the past week or
as Article XXIII, Intoxicating Liquors,
more with a severe cold which
as follows:
ARTICLE XXIII.
kept her to her room for several
Intoxicating Liquors
days,
'
.
Section 1. From and after the first
day of October, A. D., nineteen hundred and eighteen, no person, associaMrs. Frank Seidel returned
tion or corporation, shall, within this Tuesday
from Santa Fe, She
state, manufacture for sale, barter or
gift, any ardent spirits, ale, beer, al- reports a big blowout at Wagon
cohol, wine or liquor of any kind what- Mound
for the Mora County
soever containing alcohol; and no per- Soldier boys
when they entrained
son, association, or corporation shall
import into this state any of such liq- A train with 11 coaches filled
uors or beverages for sale, barter or with soldiers took them for the
gift; and no person, association or cor- trip to Fort Riley, Kansas.
poration, shall, within this state, sell,
or barter, or keep for sale or barter
any of such liquors or beverages, or ofAnother "Ding-Bat- "
fer any of such liquors or beverages
for sale, barter or trade; PROVIDED,
nothing in this section shall be held
Marshall Chas. Peare captured
to apply to dénatured or wood alcohol,
"Ding-Bat- "
a
Tuesday morning
or grain alcohol when intended and
used for medicinal, mechanical or scien- He drifted into town from Dawtific purposes only, or to wine, when son where he
claims they run
intended and used for sacramental
him
for
out
talking
anarchy and
purposes only. ,
Sec. 2. Until otherwise' provided by firing a building.
He got filled
law, any person violating any of the up on booze and reeled
off a lot
provisions of section one (1) of this
article, shall, upon conviction, be pun- of diatribe against the Governished by a fine of not less than fifty ment about the same class as La
dollars, nor more than one thousand Follett spiels. He was locked
up
dollars, or shall be imprisoned in the
in
eity
the
bastile
and
the.
U.
S.
county jail for not less than thirty
days nor more t,han six months, or by Attorney wired regarding the
both such fine and imprisonment, and disposition of him. He
seems a
upon conviction for a second and
harmless
rather
imbecile
tut bis
violation of said section such
person shall be punished by a fine of line of talk disgusts all who hear
not less than one hundred dollars nor it and he could easily do a lot
of
more than one thousand dollars, and
damage in his insane way if he
shall be imprisoned in the county jail
or state penitentiary for a term of not tried and get off as irresponsible.
less than three months onr more than
He was tried before II. S. Com
one year.
missionerW. H. Willcox, We'dnes.
For the Amendment
day.
'
Against the Amendment
nt

THE

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE HEWS

,

The British cruiser Drake has been
torpedoed and sunk.
Great Britain placed embargo on
supplies to Holland and Scandinavia.
Berlin dedicated Oct- 3rd to the celebration of the seventieth birthday of
Field Marshal von Hlndenburg.
According to the Cologne Gazette it
was Flight Lieutenant Wlssemann,
who himself since has been killed, who
shot down Capt Guynemer, the French
aviator.
A Shanghai dispatch says that as
the result of a typhoon which swept
over Tokio 400,000 persons are homeless and that 183 are dead and 217
missing.
The American schooner Annie F.
Conlon was attacked by gunfire by
a German submarine off the Bcilly Islands. The crew of eight was landed
safely.
It was officially announced at
by the provisional government
that the revolt which broke out at
Tambov, 300 miles southeast of Moscow, Jias been suppressed,
The weekly report of losses to
French shipping by submarines and
mines shows that five vessels of more
than 1,600 tons each and five of leaf
than that size were destroyed.
Hallan shipping losses by mines oi
submarines for the week ending Sept.
30th- - In all seas were two sailing vessels of more than ten tons and three
sailing vessels of less than 100 tons
Japan bas offered the United States
use of cargo vessels totalling 100,000
tons in return for a modification of
the American export embargo on steel
the newspaper NIchi Nichi declared.
Lieut. Douglas Malcolm, who recently was acquitted at London ot the
murder of Anton Baumberg, a pseudo
count, has been reappointed to his po
sltlon on headquarters staff in France.
According to the Standard a reconciliation between Malcolm and his wife
has been effected.
Louis Barthou, member of the Inner War Council of the present French
cabinet, and former premier, at the
luncheon ot the American Club at
Paris, declared that the French government and the French people were
absolutely and unshakably resolved to
to France,
reunite
State Department officials admitted
they have evidence that Count von
Bernstorff, former German ambassa
dor at Washington, directed the expenditure of the funds paid to Bolo Pasha
but declined to reveal their evidence,
although they may do so after the
French government finishes with Bo
lo's case.

L.F.HAYES HEADS

RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

CONDEN8ED

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

ACHIEVE

MENT8, SUFFERINGS,

HOPES

AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Wtetera Newappr Unloa Nws Bcrrlo.

ABOUT THE WAR
Great Britain lost 13 vessels dur
ing past week.
German workmen are urged to speed
tip munitions making.
The government bas declared a
state of war in Turkestan.
Bulgarian and Teutonic troops be
gin offensives in Roumanla.
German strength weakening but is
not broken, declares Baker.
Twenty thousand airplanes (or
America are under construction.
Gen, Halg takes valuable German
positions in new offensive in Flanders.
American army officers believe German attacks covered gigantic retreat.
Berlin reports the capture ot a section of French trenches on northern
slope of Hill S44.
American artillery is successfully
passing the severest test of all gun-aerthe barrage.
The Peruvian congress has decided
by an almost unanimous vote to sever
diplomatic relations with Germany.
French repulse two surprise attacks
In Champagne and artillery fire scat
ters German troops on banks of the
House.
British hold ground won In great
drive east of Ypres and repulse coun
ter attacks. Total of prisoners taken
in Thursday's battle is 4,446.
In the Mesopotamia campaign the
British have captured 4,000 men, and
report that hundreds ot Turks have
been slain and new positions taken.
The steamer Tolo and tug Magic col
llded in a dense fog, the Tolo being
sunk. The steamer H. B. Kennedy
picked up the Tolo's passengers and
crew.
The German cities of Frankfort-on- ,
Stuttgart, Treves and Cob-lens, were bombarded by French av
iators in retaliation for German aerial
attacks on French cities.
Ten killed and thirty-nininjured
was the toll of dead and maimed left
behind by German air raiders in the
sixth raid in eight days, the official
announcement stated. The list brings
the total victims of the German air
men since Sept. 24 up to fifty-onkilled and 249 injured.
WESTERN
.
H. U, Mudge quits presidency of the
Denver & Rio Grande.
Criticism of La Follette spreads
throughout United States.
The federal grand Jury at St. Louis
voted Indictments against 100 slack
ers.
The third day of the Liberty Loan
campaign in Chicago netted approximately 9,000,000.
What Is believed the first snowfall
in the Central West occurred at Mar
quette, Mich., Oct. 6th.
Seven thousand drafted men from
Missouri, Nebraska, Colorado, Kansas,
New Mexico and South Dakota reported at Camp Funston.
The main smelter plant of the Em
pire Smelting and Refining Company
was destroyed by fire at Doming, N
M with an estimated loss of $20,000.
Fifty men were taken from pacifist
meeting at South Pasadena, Cal., by
members of city home guard, placed
in automobiles, driven to city limits
with request not to return.
,
.

the-Maln-

Alsace-Lorrain-

e

SPORTING NEWS
Clarence De Mar of Boston won the
annual Brockton Marathon at Brockton, Mass.

e

e

WASHINGTON

The athletic committee of St. Louis
University finally decided to retain its
football schedule for 1917.
From Glenrock, Wyo., to Denver, a
distance of 350 miles, in nine hours
and thirty-twminutes, in an automobile, is the record established by Fay
Williford of Glenrock. '
o

GENERAL
New York state's oldest resident,
John Sweeney, died at Cortland. He
was born in Ireland 105 years ago.
The new political party was christened the "National Party" at the Chicago Conference of the five groups
which are seeking amalgamation.
Subscriptions to the Becond Liberty
loan in the New York federal reserve
district have gone far beyond the
$100,000,000 mark, the campaign com(:
,r . n
mittee announced.
of
William
M. BenThe candidacy
nett for mayor on the Republican ticket was repudiated by the Republican
r

i

County Commltee of New York Coun;
ty, by a vote of 843 to 223.,
Rube Munson, alleged ring leader
of the Working Class Union and instigator of central Oklahoma draft rebellion pleaded not guilty to charges
of conspiracy when arraigned at Mus'
kogee.
f
Although nearly
of the population of Glenwood, Wis., is of German descent, the city council Unanimously adopted resolutions demanding
riot in the expulsion of Robert M. La Follette
from the United States Senate.

Suffragettes cause a near
workhouse.
Proof that Bernstorff used German
money is found.
Agreement is reached on wages to
be paid In navy yards.
Money to pay German spy passed
through several American banks.
Centralization of appropriation authority in a single House Committee
has been indorsed by President Wilson.
Corn millers met at Washington and
promised to work on reasonable mar
gin of profit and eliminate speculation.
Senator Lewis, Democratic whip of
the 'Senate, assailed Col. Roosevelt's
statement that the United States has
"broomstick preparedness."
Lewis
said we have "broomstick preparedness to sweep the earth clean of the
foes of democracy."
The Senate adopted by viva voce
vote an administration measure to
make Major General Pershing and
Bliss generals and create a number
of lieutenant generals.
Oil and gasoline refiners meeting
with the Federal Trade Commission
were told that the government will insist that the public share In the war
prices which are to be fixed.
Senator King's bill which would prevent men absent on account of military service from having their entries
in public lands forfeited while away
was passed by the Senate.

.

'..

one-hal-

His health broken through the
strain of special work In England during three years of war, Ripley Wilson,
United States consul at London, died
at Hartford, Conn., at the home ot his
sister, Mrs. Lucius Rossiter. ,. ,
At the point of a revolver Miss
Maud Yancy and her escort, L. Hale,
at St. Louis, were marched to an
abandoned shed by an armed negro.
The negro bound and gagged Hale,
forced Miss Yancy to disrobe and attacked her.
Secretary McAdoo, en route to the
Pacific coast on a Liberty Loan speaking tour, telegraphed Vice President
Marshall and Speaker Clark urging
them to Invite all members ot the Sen- ate and House to devote the next three
weeks after adjournment of Congress
to speaking to their constituents on
the subject of the new loan.
John Mitchell, former president of
the United Mine Workers, Is the food
dictator of New York state. Mitchell
has been head of the State Industrial
Commission. His nomination was confirmed after the Senate had refused
to approve the nomination of George
W. Perkins.
Evidence of a new L W. W. plot to
overthrow the government of the United States, which may result in the
Immediate Internment of 200,000 mem
bers of the organization was placed
In the hands ot Chicago federal of
ficials.

I00F

NEW MEXICO

LA FOLLETTE IS

STERHLYREBUKED

NAMED AT GRAND LODGE MEET
ING AT ALBUQUERQUE.

STATE NEWS

-

SAYINGS,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Grand Encampment Elected WISCONSIN 8ENATOR TOLD
Charles L. Dotson of Silver City
RESIGN AND TAKE SEAT IN
Grand Patriarch.

The
Western Newspaper linio News Service.
COMING EVENTS.
Oct. l-Masonto meetings at

Cruce.
2
Woodmen
rally at Santa it.

Oct.

of

'

KAISER'S BUNDESRATH.

Las

the World

TO

and have a better roof
There is no use in putting

We.tern Newspaper Uaton New. Service.

Albuquerque,

The New Mex
Independent MAKES, 3 HOUR DEFENSE
Lodge
Grand
ico
ot
the
A majority of 156 was recorded for
Order ot Odd Fellows elected tbe folAlbuquerque's new charter.
lowing officers: Grand master, L. E.
Judge R. H. Hanna Is chairman of
Hayes, of Carlsbad; deputy grand masthe food pledge committee.
MOMENter, E. O. Hannah, Artesla; grand war- CONGRESS ADJOURNS
"La Fonda," Santa Fé's new $210,-00- den, C. A. Doty, Roswell; grand treas
TOUS 8IX MONTHS SPECIAL .
hotel, Is to be built within a year. urer, J. R. Whitesldea, Albuquerque,
WAR SESSION.
The
Board Representatives on the Odd Fellows'
State
Embalmers'
granted licenses to embalm to eight Home Board: V. L. M Inter, Carlsbad
persons.
(five years), and John C. Spears, Gal
Western Newspaper Union New" Service.
The State Federation of Women's lup (throe years).
In the midst of a
Washington.
The grand encampment elected tbe
Clubs convention at Gallup was largeday's thrilling debate on alleged dis,
ly attended.
following officers: Grand patriarch,
loyalty of Senator LaFollette, the exE. D. Reed of Roswell pleaded guilty Charles L. Dotson, Silver City; grand traordinary session of Congress which
to operating a gambling game and was high priest, W. J; Howells, Raton; began April 2, generally regarded as
grand senior warden, Will C. Wolf,
'
fined $206.40.
the most momentous In American hisRoswell; grand treasurer, John C.
apIt is estimated that 200 cars ot
tory, was adjourned sine die at 3 p. m.
ples will be shipped from the Artesian-Hop- e Spears, Gallup; grand representative, Oct. 6.
C. Burt Smith, Artesia.
district.
Vehement criticisms of the WisconThe following officers were appoint
ocGovernor Llndsey has commuted to ed: Grand marshal, William H. Gam sin senator and his own defense,
day,
entire
the
virtually
cupying
life term the death sentence Imposed ble, Silver City; Grand Inside sentry,
upon Juan Rodriguez.
marked the close of the session, with
E. T. King, Albuquerque; grand outother customary adjournment and legThe Albuquerque girls who worked side sentry, L. L. Warren, Gallup.
islative procedure, Including Presion the registration lists for the char
capídent Wilson's attendance at the
ter election will be paid $12.50 each.
Many Corporations File Papers.
usual eleventh hour grist of
tol.
The
Miss Callie Harris, who has made
Santa Fé, The State Corporation legislation was put through, following
her home with her sister, Mrs, E. E.
Commission
reports that during the six months of Important war action,
Spindle, near Meek, committed suicide.
past year 178 domestic corporations and most of the members who had
At Sliver City, Alesandro Garcia and thirty-fou- r
foreign corporations remained for the final days were en
was convicted of rape on a girl of nine filed Incorporation papers, the former route home to await the call of the
years. He was sentenced to life Im- being capitalized at $38,675,510 and next session Dec. 3.
prisonment.
;
.
the latter at $20,625,000.
With the galleries crowded the SenGeorge Cavender, convicted of mur- of the domestic, corporations were ate chamber was the scene of five
twenty-threder in the second degree at Sliver mining
corporations;
hours stirring discussion of Senator
City, was given 90 to 99 years in the were ranch and livestock concerns; LaFollette's attltuue, but the In House
penitentiary.
nineteen mercantile institutions, thir there was little to mark the occasion
A "war congress" of New Mexico teen banks. The report shows that at except submission of a committee rethe end of the year there were In port censuring Representative Heflln
women will be held In Albuquerque
Oct ilth and 12th, during Patriotic force in New Mexico $57,903,977 of life of Alabama, for criticising fellow memInsurance; $49,939,404 fire Insurance. bers In connection with Count von
Week there.
The life insurance premiums paid Bernstorff's request for Berlin to furThe women of Santa Fe have filled were $1,626,603.07
and claims paid nish funds to Influence Congress.
125 Christmas "Good Cheer" bags for
$482,447.08;
the
insurance pre
fire
Thé day began with a three-hou- r
the American soldiers and sailors on mlums collected were $656,090 and the
speech
by Senator LaFollette. With
foreign duty.
claims paid $303,443.
mentioning his recent address at
out
Claude Wheeler, a miner, was shot
St. Paul for investigation of which
and fatally wounded at Hachlta, as he
arrangements were completed by a
Deportee
Damages.
Asks
$10,000
at
tbe
was getting Into his automobile
or naming his critics,
Albuquerque.
A McKlnley county
railroad station.
Mr. LaFollette read a carefully pregrowing
deportation
out
suit
of
the
The Shakespeare Club ot Roswell
alleged labor agitators from Gal pared defense of his course and dewill give Its whole year to work for of
lup has been tiled In the District clared his intention to follow It in
the Red Cross; holding only business
Court here. The plaintiff Is Robert future. He was interrupted only once
meetings of the club.
H. McTavlsh, and the defendants are and was applauded by the galleries
Thomas E. Owen was appointed re- Sheriff R. L. Roberts and the
when he closed.
n
ceiver of public moneys at the. land
Senators Kellogg of Minnesota, and
McTavlsh
Coal Company.
office at Clayton, and Paz Valverde asks for $10,000 damages on the Fall of New Mexico, Republicans, and
register of the same 'office.
ground that he was illegally locked Robinson of Arkansas, Democrat, reJudge Herbert F. Raynolds at Santa up for eleven hours and then placed plied with criticism of Mr. LaFollette's
Fé ruled in favor of District Attorney aboard a train and sent to Belen. He public statements. They denounced
election alleges that the coal company insti- what they termed his unpatriotic
J. H. Crist In the Read-Crigated the arrest and deportation.
stand, Senator Robinson asserting if
contest in the District Court. '
he held such opinions he would seek
The compiled assessment rolls for
counties show 7,191 Club Women to Educate Movie Taste a place in the German Bundesrath.
the twenty-eigh- t
Statements accredited to the Wisconautomobiles on the tax rolls in New
Santa Fé. Declaring that many of
speech
Mexico valued at $2,398,234, or about the motion pictures now the vogue sin member in his St. Paul
were flatly contradicted, especially
$300 apiece.
are "immoral and obscene," Santa Fé that regarding former Secretary of
Unofficially, the First New Mexico clubwomen have accepted the offer ot State Bryan's knowledge of airmunl- is the 159th infantry, although the a local moving picture proprietor to tlon being on the Lusitanla before she
change has not been announced, and let them run the theater one night a sailed on her fatal voyage.
the regiment continues to hold Its week in the effort to educate the pubApparently stung by the criticisms,
lic taste toward a higher class of Senator LaFollette made an unsuccessstate designation.
The New Mexico Association for films. They are furnished the house ful effort to get time for a response.
Science is the first section ot the New at cost, will select their pictures ad He succeeded, however, in stating he
Mexico Educational Association, to an- vertlse them, receive profits or stand wished to make known authority for
his declaration regarding the Lusinounce its annual banquet, which will the deficit, as the case may be.
tanla and. announced he would Issue a
take place N.ov. 26.
:i.
Gallup Mines Increasing Output.
public statement.
pleaded
guilty
who
to
Steve Burnett,
The bill giving life insurance and
Santa Fé. State Mine Inspector W.
robbing Mrs.- - Marie Louise Wagner of
Pinos Altos, and robbing her of about W. Risdon reported to Governor Llnd- disability allowances to American sol
sey that the mines at Gallup are now diers and sailors was signed by Pres$4,000 was sentenced at Silver City
producing 1,600 to 2,000 tons of coal ident Wilson.
to 15 years in the penitentiary.
a day and that the
The trading with the enemy act
' reports
Martin Chavez of Picacho
will increase its output from 600 to was also among the many measures
that he has Just harvested 'a wonder 1,000 tons dally, at present employing which the President bad signed before
ful crop of beans: He planted three more than 300 men. The Diamond adjournment.
f
acres of Hondo land to Coal Company produces between 700
and
As the President left the capítol it
pink beans, and from this small acre- and 900 tons dally; the Gallup & was stated that all the bills passed
age has threshed 4,000 pounds of a Southwestern, 200 to 360 tons and the had been signed and none given the
,
:,
very fine quality.
veto.
Jones 185 to 230 tons.
Capt. W. R. Reed, the United States
The largest appropriation measure
army officer who has been acting as
in the history of the United States
San Juan Peach Crop Saved.
quartermaster of the National Guard,
became law when President WItBon
Santa Fé. As a result of the
has received orders to report at San saving campaign inaugurated by fruit signed the urgent deficiency bill car
the
Antonio for duty with the Nineteenth
state food administration In San rying $7,758,124,000, principally for
infantry.
.,
Juan county, 60,000 pounds of peaches war purposes,
The Silver City Woman's Club will will be saved, discouragement In the
In open session lust before adiourn.
have a class In dressmaking under Its ranks of the fruit growers has been ment the Senate confirmed the nomihousehold economics department this turned into enthusiasm, the fruit men nations of Major Generals Pennine
year. Every other meeting of the club are confident the great apple crop of and Bliss for promotion to the full
during the year will be given to Red 600 carloads will be satisfactorily grade of general.
Cross work.
handled; the practicability of the
The extent ot an industry believed home evaporator is solving the probUruguay Breaks With Kaiser.
peculiar to New Mexico was indi- lem of fruit waste, and the efficiency
Montevideo, Oct.' 8. Uruguay has
cated when It was made known at of community
especially severed diplomatic relations with GerNara Visa that a local man had re- with the aid of school children, have many and the Berlin representative
ceived a contract for one hundred been strikingly demonstrated.
has been given his passports.
carloads of "soap weed (mole).
Gen. Halg is blazing the way with
Since Jan. 1, 1917, the New Mexico
his artillery for another drive through
Belden Ranch Sold.
state land office has sold a total of
German lines In Flanders.
East Las Vegas. The Belden ranch tbe
232,657.06 acres, in all parts of the
Secretary Baker's resumé of recent
4,000
acres,
on
of
mesa
the
ot
east
state, for a total of $2,166,607.61, or
fighting says conditions warrant the
an average of $6.48 an acre. This in- Las Vegas, has been purchased by J. expectation that the Kaiser will withL, Gamble, a stockman ot Memphis,
cludes all sales made up to Aug, 1.
draw his forces from Belgium at an
Tex.
early date and that the Teuton grip
Fourteen carloads of "shocks"
on the cor st has been broken.
knocked down apple boxes have been
Eddy Harvests Beans.
located by the State Food Administration and those desiring boxes should
Carlsbad. Eddy county will have
New Political Schemi.
communicate with Administrator Ely Its first experience in harvesting
Helslngfors, Finland. The Finnish
at Santa Fé, who will immediately re- beans this fall when the crop from Senate has formulated plans for á new
1,500 acres will be gathered.
fer them to the proper parties.
political regime in Finland.
Simultaneously with the decision of
8am Allen Killed by John Taylor.
Peru Dismisses Envoy of Kaiser.
the executive committee to hold the
Lima, Peru. The Peruvian govern
Roswell, N. M. Sam Allen, an
state convention of the Woman's
of the Block ranch, was shot ment has handed his passports to Dr.
Christian Temperance Union In Santa
Fé, comes the announcement that and killed by John Taylor, on Taylor's Perl, the German minister.
It was
Miss Anna Gordon, national presi- homestead, fifty miles West of Ros- stated that after turning the German
dent of the W. C. T. U., is to come well. Taylor, employed by George legation over to the Spanish minister
to the convention and will visit sev- Cram who lives here, came to Roswell Dr. Perl would proceed to Chile. The
decision reached by the Peruvian conand" reported the , killing.
eral cities of the state.
gress to sever diplomatic relations beAmong the indictments returned by
tween Peru and Germany came after
Appointed U. 8. Commissioner,
the Guadalupe grand Jury, was one
against Ira P. Gillespie, charged with
Santa Fé P. S. Kelley of Hillsboro, a sensational debate. Members of the
the murder in the first degree of John Sierra county, was appointed United diplomatic corps and their families
L. Caldwell in Fort Sumner about two States commissioner by Judge Colin and a large crowd were present when
the vote, which stood 105 to 6, was
monthe sen
Neblett
taken.
N.

M.- -
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I
I you can get a better roof
and save real money by
using

'

Certain-tee-d
I

Roofing

'

.

Gallup-Amerlca-

n

one-hal-

:

.

em-ploy- é

I

is the best
roof, not only because it costs
less to manufacture, but also belight
cause it is weather-tigh- t,
CERTAIN-TEE-

D

weight, clean, sanitary,
and costs practically
nothing to maintain.

r
m
1 nere are many rou roonngs on
11

the market, but only one CER- - I
TAIN-TEEIt pays to get I
the best It costs no more to
roof
lay a CERTAIN-TEEthan if, does to lay a poor roof,
but there is a vast difference in
the wear. You can't tell the
quality of a roofing by looks or
feel. Your only safety is the
Be sure that it is CERTAlabel.
IN-TEED
then you are
ttrtain of quality and guarantied
D.

D

satisfaction.
CERTAIN-TEE-

is guaran-

D

teed for 5, 10 or IS years according to thickness (1, 2 or
3 ply).
,
Ctrtain-ttt- d

.

Gallup-Amerlca-

:

Slate-Surface-

d

Asphalt Shingles

pTíj

r

are supplanting wood

n(i
ihinglM for
residences, incytoii
tria rm dial fla onnA
i'&-looking, wear better.
won't fall off, buckle
or split. The y arc
and do not have to be

painted or stained.
Certain-tee-

d

Product Corporation
PMUdclphU.
St. Loolt,
New York. Cbleafot,
Boatos. Clenlaad,
Pitubnrfh, Detroit, Búfala,
New
Cincinnati.
Frandaco, Milwaukee,
San
Orleana, Loa Anfeka, Mlnneapolla, Kaataa City,
tattle, Indtaoipolla. Atlanta. Mtmpbla. Ulctuaond,
Grand Rápida. N brille (alt Lake Clif, Del
Moiiiea, Hsuetos, Duloth, London, leaser. Harua

All Makes of Typewriters
inil tnatjillmAnta. AUsnsimnf!h
wed. Hi boons. Writ u.

Western Typewriter Bales
Mil

aU, Daatar,

Ckaaa

-

Co.

Uto.

Matrimonial Camouflage.
Bride You don't mind my wearing
this complexion mask nights, do you,

dear?
Groom Oh, surely not; It's your not
wearing It days that's getting my goat I

How's This?

We offer Í1O0.0O for any cane of catarrh
that cannot be cured by HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE. HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE is taken Internally and- acts
through the Blood on the Mucous Sur-- h; J
.:
faces of the System.
Sold by drufretsta for over forty yearn
Price 76c. Testimoniáis free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

HERMIT SCULPTOR

IS FOUND

Spends Time Modeling Little Masterpieces Which He Promptly Destroys Upon Completion.

There has been discovered at Cape
Scott, one of the most solitary points
In Vancouver island, by the chief engineer of the public works department
of British Columbia,' a sculptor who
spends his time In modeling little masterpieces from lumps of clay and then
destroying them, relates an exchange.
He Is A. P. Whlttler, and he calls
himself a "prospector." Living entirely aloúe, he has for the past two years
been carrying out lonely investigations
of mineral claims In his neighborhood.
Ills sculptor's tools hre of thesimplest
kind, and it Is his habit to work with
the same piece of clay, which weighs
scarcely five pounds, but with that he
has modeled scores of objects.
The government engineer found him
Just as he had completed a bust of the
martyred British nurse, Edith Cavell.
Mr. Whlttler was about to destroy the
work. In order that he might use
for a miniature statue of his son,
who was recently killed. lie was, however, persuaded to part with the bust,
which Is to bo ouctloned in aid of
Cross funds.
the-cla-

the-Re-

New Hotel for St. Paul.
St. Paul is to have a new skyscraper
hostelry on the site of the old Mnge
,
hotel.
.'

the Wheat to tho
.soldiers, but give me
Give

POSTTOASTIES
(MADE CF CORN)
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A BOTTLE HE SAYS
Georgia Farmer Says Tanlac
lieved His Rheumatism

Re-

Entirely.

45

SUFFERED

-- i

wen

m

Feel

at
ae

I

YEARS

Man. in Every .Way

Strong and Healthy
Ever Did," He
8aye.

Adv.

In Doubt
"I wish you could And out how I
stand with your father."
"Why do you want to knowf'
"He gave me a tip on the stock market today."

-

GREAT PRAISE
GOOD MEDICINE
Eight yeaif ago we commenced selling
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
and during this
.time it has found many friends among
our customers who speak in the highest
terms regarding the benefits obtained from
We have never
the use of Swamp-Root- .
heard a single criticism.
.
Very truly yours,
MEIGS

DRlfo

STORE.

Centerville, Ala.

IS, 1916.

Letter to

Dr. Kilmer O Co.
Blntf hamton, N. Y.
Will Do For Yob
Prove What Swamp-Ro- ot
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer k Co.,
Rinchamton, N. Y., for a sample size
You
bottle. It will convince anyone.
will also receive a booklet of valuable inkidneys
and
formation, telling about the
bladder. When writing, be sure and mention this paper. Large and medium size
bottles for sale at all drug stores. Adv.

'

Oh, Myt
Kriith I hear that you have lost
your vnlunble little dog, Mr. Sopht.
- Mr. Sopht Yes; In k railway accident. I. was saved but the dog was
'
killed.
Kdith What a pity.
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.

f

80 Disinterested.
my father has lost all his

"Count,
money."
"I will marry you, anyhow."
"Do you really mean It?"
"Yes; a man like your father caii

easily make another fortune."
interested in a man as
long as he knows something she wants
to find out.
A woman is

BROKEN DOWN

Woman Tell How $5 Worth
of Finkham'i Compound
Made Her WelL
Lima, Ohlo.-- "I was all broken dowa
In health from a displacement One of my
tUlMMlllllllhlllllllllllfl laay 1 nenas came w
see ma and aha advised ma to commence taking Lydia
o
E. Pinkham'a
Veg-etabl-

Compound
and to ose Lydia E.
Pinkham'a Sanativa
Wash. I began taking your remedies
andtook&OOwortb
and in two months
k was a well woman
- ...
sifter three doctors said. I never would
stand up straight again. I was a midwife for seven years and I recommended
the Vegetable Compound to every woman to take before birth and afterwards, and they all got along so nicely
that it aurely is a godsend to suffering
If women wish to write to
women.
me I will be delighted to answer them.'
Mrs.JENNiB Mover, 842 E.North St,
Lima, Ohio.
Women who suffer from displacements, weakness, irregularities,
backache, or bearing-dow- n
t.ains, need the tonic properties of the)
roots and berbs contained ia Lydia h.

STORING

WAR TAXES HAVE HAD TO BE LEVIED

VEGETABLES

IN

BANKS OR PITS

J,

BY CONFEREES APPOINTED BY SENATE AND HOUSE

Washington.
The war revenue bill,
as finally agreed on by the house and
sennte conferees provides for the raising of approximately $:,0O0,320,O00, as

follows:
Income

$ 842,000,000
1,110,000,000
135,000,000
5,000.000
46,000,000
Wines, etc.
10,000,000
Soft drinks, sirups,
14,000,000
Cigars
10,000,000
Cigarettes
20,000,000
Tobacco
25,000.000
.
Snuff
1,500,000
Cigarette papers
200,000
.
Freight transportation...
77,500,000
Express and parcel post.
10,000,000
Passenger transportation
55,000,000
Pips lines
4,500,000
8eats snd berths
2,250,000

...

....

0

0;

Fuel - Administrator
Washington.
Garfield announced regulations, effective at once, for the limitation of the
retail prices of bituminous and anthracite coal throughout the country.
The fuel administration has fixed,
In the conclusions arrived at, not the
specific price which the retail dealer

and cosmetics

Cameras
Admissions
Club dues
Schedule. A, Includingplaying cards

..

.............

0.

Fuel Administrator Announces Final
Decision, Which Will Be Binding on All Dealers.

4,500,000
1,200,000
500,000
1,900,003
8,000,000
750,000
60,000,000
1,200,000

goods

Proprietary medicines

will be allowed to charge the consumer, but the gross margin which
the retail dealer will be allowed to add
to the average wholesale cost of his
coal In making retail prices.
,
The retail dealer will be allowed to
sell coal to the consumer at a price
representing an advance of not more
than 30 per cent over the retail gross
margin of 1915. In no case, however,
Is the gross margin from now on to
exceed the gross margin of July, 1917.
If, for example, a retail coal dealer
bought a particular kind of coal In

rd ?T!v

4,300,000
8,000,000

Pleasure boats

etc.

SARFIELD FIXES COAL PRICES

Automobiles (sale of)..
Musical instruments
(ale of)
Motion plcturs films
Jewelry (sale by manu-

Perfumes

one-hal-

--

7.000,000
6,000,000
40,000,000

facturer)

'
Under Legislation Provided, Powerful
Corporations Will Pay Their Proper
Share for tha Finances That Must
Be Provided for the Successful Continuance of the War Best Efforts of
Statesmen at Washington
Have Telegraph and telephone
Been Put Forward to tha Acconv
pllshment of tha Country's Ends.
facturera and the senate federal
license tax on owners, the conferees
Washington.
The Joint conferees on adopted a 3 per cent tax on all motor
tha war revenue bill completed their vehicles, Including trucks, payable by
draft after two weeks of deliberation. manufacturers, producers and ImportAs revised by the conferees the ers.
measure has been raised from the levy
Taxes of 8 per cent of manufacturfixed by the senate of $2,410,670,000 to
ers' ales of musical Instruments and
an aggregate of approximately
jewelry also were written In, with a
Chairman Simmons of the tax of M cent a toot on motion picsenate finance committee estimated ture film.
that the Increase made by the conNew Inheritance Tax.
ferees would approach $275,000,000.
A new system of graduated InheriProfits lax Modified.
tance taxes was written Into the bill
The excess war profits tax, as agreed In
lieu of the house plan and despite
to by the conferees, Is a modification
rejection of such taxes.
of the senate bill, the principal the senate's
new rates on Inheritances, with
changes being In the maximum and The
those of Americans In military service
minimum rates of exemption upon
f
exempted, range from
of 1
which the tax is to be determined.
per cent on $50,000 estates to 10 per
The senate graduated scale of exempcent on estates of $10,000,000 and
tions ran from 0 to 10 per ceut, while more.
the house exemption rate was 8 per
The bulk of the Increases of between
cent The conferees adopted the grad- $250,000,000
and $300,000,000 made by
uated rate of from 7 to 9 per cent.
the conferees in the senate bill was
The definition of capital, which was
from the postage, public utilia point upon which the conferees ar- secured
ties and manufacturing sales section
gued for days, was modified so as to
and the new inheritance taxes.
provide that the actual value of tangiWith but few exceptions, the new
ble property paid Into a corporation
taxes are effective with the passage of
or partnership or Individual business the act.
before January 1, 1914, shall be taken
Senate Version Stands.
as of that date. The proviso as to
The Income tax section was adopted
good will and other Intangible propvirtually as written by the senate. The
erty has been somewhat liberalized.
new 2 per cent normal tax on incomes
As to "Invested Capital."
of more thnn $2,000 for married perIn calculating war excess profits the sons and $1,000 for single persons Is
terms "Invested capital'' of corpora- In addition to the present law exempttions and partnerships was declared ing Incomes of less than $3,000 for sinto include "actual cash paid In, actual gle persons and $4,000 for married percash value and other tangible prop- sons. Thus those between the pew low
erty paid for stock or shures at the exemption bases end the present extime of payment or January 1, 1914, emptions will pay only the 2 per cent
but In no case to exceed the par value tax, but single persons having an Inof the original securities; paid In or come of $3,000 or more and married
earned surplus and undivided profits persons whose income Is $4,000 or more
used or employed In the business, ex- would pay the full 4 per cent normal
clusive of undivided profits earned dur- tax.
ing the taxable year."
The senate Income provision allowThe allowance for Intangible assets ing an additional exemption of $200
Includes "actual cash value of patents for each dependent child to heads of
and copyrights paid in for stock or families subject to the present law was
retained. The exemption for thlldren,
shares at the time of payment
good will trademarks, trade brands, however, does not apply to those subpayject to the new reduced taxes with the
if for bone-fid- e
franchises
ments not to exceed the cash value." $2,000 and $1,000 exemptions, respecIt stipulates that such intangible tively, for married and single perassets exchanged for securities before sons.
March 3, 1917, not exceeding 20 per
Surtax la Agreed Upon.
Surtaxes were agreed upon as folcent of the total, shall be Included at
,
.
a value not exceeding a fair cash lows:
One per cent on Income over $5,000
value at the time of purchase.
and less than $7,500; 2 per cent bePostal Increases.
A flat Increase on reading matter of tween $7,500 and $10,000; 3 per cent
cent per. pound until July 1, 1919, between $10,000 and $12,500 ; 4 per cent
cent thereafter was provided. between $12,500 and $15,000; S percent
and
Advertising matter exceeding 5 per between $15,000 and $20,000 ; 7 per cent
cent of the total space would be taxed between $20,000 and $40,000; 10 per
from hi to 24 cents additional until 18 per cent between $80,000 and $100,-pe- r
cent between $60,000 and $80,000;
July 1, 1919, and from H to 4V4 cents
18 per cent betwene $80,000
more until July L 1920; and from
; 22 per cent between $100,000 and
to 6 cents to 1921 and from 1 cent
$150,000; 25 per cent between $150,000
to 9 cents thereafter.
cent per and $200,000 ; 30 per cent between
An additional tax of
cent $200,000 and $250,000 ; 34 per cent bepound until July 1, 1919, and
thereafter, on religious, agricultural, tween $250,000 and $300,000 ; 87 per
fraternal and similar publications was cent between $300,000 and $500,000;
40 per cent between $500,000 and $750,-00adopted.
45 per cent between $750.000 and
The 1 cent tax on letters, excepting
drop letters and postal .cards, was re- $1,000,000, and 50 per cent on Incomes
stored by the conferees. A 1 cent ad- exceeding $1,000.000.
ditional tax on postal and private
Increased Tax en Whisky.
mailing cards was added. The first-claIncreased senate rates on whisky
mall Increases are estimated to and beer were virtually retained, and
raise $90,000,000, and are effective SO that on wines somewhat reduced. The
days afetr the passage of the act. The tax on distilled spirits was made $2.10
enate provision exempting from post- per gallon when for beverage use and
age leetters written by soldiers and $1 less for industrial purposes, estisailors abroad was retained.
The
mated to raise $135,000,000.
Railroad Tickets Hit.
amendment prohibiting Importation of
The conferees levied 8 per cent in distilled spirits for beverage use was
lieu of the senate rate of 6 and the retained. Floor taxes to reach withBeer
house rate of 10 per cent on passenger drawn liquors were approved.
transportation, estimated to rtilse from was taxed $1.50 per barrel additional,
the compromise levy abouot $00,000,-00- 0 to raise $48,000,000, an Increase of 25
Instead of $37,500,000 under the cents per barrel over the house rate.
senate plan. The 3 per cent tax on
Present wine taxes were doubled.
freight transportation was retained
Taxes on nonalcoholic beverages
On prepared
and the tax on express transportation were compromised.
was Increased so that 1 cent would be sirups and extracts the taxes gradulevied on each 20 cents paid Instead ated from 5 to 20 cents instead of
of each 25 cents. The house 10 per from 3 to 12 cents a gallon were
cent tnx on Pullman accommdatlons, adopted. Grape Juice and other soft
cut to 8 ier cent by the senate, was drinks are taxed 1 cent per gallon, as
restored and Is estimated to raise $5,- - provided by the senate in reducing the
000,000.
original
rate of the house.
Senate rates on cigars and cigarettes
In lieu of the house 0 per cent
tax on sales of automobiles by manu- - were retained, but those on snuff were
$2,700,-000,00-

............
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Insurance policies (new)

8portlng

ss

IN HEALTH

Vmkbam'a Vegetable Compound.

ríETtVT NEW

MEASURES TO

and TAX LEVIES WILL BE HEAVY

well-know- n

June

I

Joint Conferees on War Revenue Excess tax
profits tax
Distilled spirits
Complete Their Bill and Turn
Rectified spirits
In Their Report.
Fermented liquors

"I wouldn't take five hundred dollars In cash for the good four bottles
of Tanlac did me," said J. M. Mallory,
a
farmer of Stonewall,
.Georgia, a short time ago.
"For forty-fiv- e
year I suffered almost every day, he continued, "and
was so crippled up with rheumatism
that I had to hobble around on
crutches. My knees were so stiff I
could hardly bend them and often I
'Save been so weak that I have had to
tax to my bed for weeks at a time.
More than half the time I fouldn't do
any work. I had Indigestion and atom- KmiW
nnh tivtiiMu m ntA
a
bad that I couldn't lay on my left side
at all. I tried every medicine I saw
advertised and many prescriptions besides, but kept getting worse.
"My brother living In Atlanta told
.
me what Tanlac had done for him and
begged me to try It. Well, sir, I have
taken four bottles in all and have
thrown my crutches away for the rheumatism Is entirely gone and I can
Jump two feet off the ground without
It hurting me a bit I urn a well man
In every way and feel as strong and
healthy as I ever did In my life."
There is a Tanlac dealer In your
town.

IK
fililí
FOR

6PANISH-AMERICA-

-

80,000,000
6,000,000
20,000
60,000,000
14,000,000

War estats tax
Virgin Island products..
First class mall matter..
Second class mall matter

STORAGE PIT CONTAINING IRISH
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

POTATOES.

Inches thick. The depth of the earth
covering ia determined by the severity of the winters In the particular locality.
It is well to cover the pits
with straw, corn fodder, or manure
during severely cold weather.
The amount of ventilation necessary
will depend upon the size of the pit
Small pits containing but a few bushels of vegetables will receive suffi-

Outdoor banks or pits are used very
generally for keeping vegetables. The
conical pit Is used commonly for such
Increased from 4 cents to 5 cents a vegetables as potatoes, carrots, beets,
turnips, salsify, parsnips, and heads of
pound.
cabbage and is constructed as follows :
Stamp Taxes Fixed.
A
location should be
Stamp taxes agreed upon are:
chosen and the product piled on tha
Bonds of Indebtedness, 5 cents on surface of the ground; or a shallow
cient ventilation if the straw between
each $100.
excavation may be made of suitable the vegetables and dirt Is allowed to
Indemnity
and surety bonds, 50
extend through the dirt at the apex
cents.
(
of the pile. This should be covered
Parcel post packages, 1 cent for
with a board or piece of tin held In
each 25 cents of the cost of transporplace by a 'stone to protect It from
tation.
V;
rain. In large pits ventilation may
Capital stock, original Issues, 5 cents
be secured by placing two or three
wper $100.
pieces of rough boards or stakes up
Sales and transfers, 2 cents per $100.
through the center of the pile of vegeSales of produce on exchange, 2
tables so that a flue Is formed. This
cents for each $100 value In merchanflue is capped by a trough formed of
dise.
two
pieces of board nailed together
Drafts, checks payable other than
at right angles.
on sight or demand, promissory notes,
Vegetables keep very well In such
except bank notes for circulation, and
pits,
but it Is difficult to get them out
2
cents for all sums below
renewals,
cold
In
weather, so that when a pit
$100 and 2 cents for each additional
Is opened It Is desirable to remove its
.
$100 or fraction thereof.
entire contents at once. For this reaConveyance papers, 50 cents beson it is advisable to construct sevtween $100 and $500 and 50 cents for
eral small pits rather than one larger
each additional $500.
one, and Instead of storing each crop
Customs house entries, from 25
a pit by Itself, It Is better to place
In
cents to $1 ; entry for withdrawal from
a small quantity of several kinds of
bonded warehouses, 50 cents. .
..Pit Containing Sweet Potatoes.
vegetables in the same pit, so that it
Passenger vessel tickets for ports
deep,
be necessary to open only one
will
eight
Inches
six
or
and
size
other thnn those In the United States,
get a supply of all of them.
Canada and Mexico, between $10 and which may be lined with straw, leaves, bank to
vegetables In storing several crops in the same
$30, $1 ; between $30 and $0O, $.'), and or similar material and the
placed on the litter In a conical pile. bank It is a good plan to separate
above $G0, $5.
vegetables should then be cov- them with straw, leaves, or other maThe
Voting proxies, 10 cents. .
.. .
ered with straw or similar material terial. The vegetables from the small
Power of attorney, 25 cents. Playing cards, decks of not mors and finally with earth to a depth of pit may be placed temporarily In the
than 54 cards, an additional 5 cents two or three Inches. As winter ap- storage room In the basement, where
proaches, the dirt covering should they will be easily accessible as need.. ,
on the present rates.
Taxes on Ufe insurance, eliminated be Increased until It Is several ed for the table.
from the house bill in the sennte,
were amended and reinserted, raising
CONTROL BIG FACTOR INCREASE IN GRAIN. YIELDS
about $5,000,000. Effective November SWARM
1 the new taxes on new Insurance policies Issued are 8 cents per $100 or Swarming Is Not Desired by Beekeep-- I Lull In Farm Operations After Harvesting la Best Time to Prepare
er Who Is Keeping Bees for
fraction thereof on life Insurance and
for Next Season.
Production of Honey.
1 cent per $1 on the premium charged
on marine, casualty, fire and Inland
Swarm control Is an Important fac- (By W. M'FARLANE, Oklahoma ExperiInsurances.
ment Station.)
Amusement taxes agreed upon 'pro- tor in beekeeping, asserts Dr. J. H.
Just after harvesting the small
entoof
professor
Merrill,
assistant
vide that all persons entering places
grains there is generally a lull in the
of amusement free, except employees mology In the Kansas State Agricu- farm operations. Then Is the time for
and officials on duty and children un- ltural college.
the former to prepare for the next
"The standard of successful bee- year.
der twelve, would pay a tax rate of 1
cent on each 10 cents or fraction keeping was formerly set by the numDisking up the stubble as soon as
thereof of the admission charge. This ber of swarms that Issued during the possible after harvesting has been
"Now,
tax also would apply to cabarets and year," said Doctor Merrill.
found by experiment and common exsimilar performances where the cost however, It is known that one colony perience to be profitable. It prepares
of entertainment Is Included in other will produce more honey thnn will a
the soil to absorb and retain a maxicosts, such as service. Holders of an- colony which by swarming has been mum
amount of moisture and also kills
nual box seats would pay 10 per cent separated Into two, or possibly more. many weeds. Just as soon as suffi
of the annual rental. Nickel theaters Thusf, while swarming may be the
cient moisture is in the soil the farm
and shows, rides and other outdoor natural way for Increasing the num- er should plow the land at least six to
by
the
park amusements with a maximum ad- ber of bees, ft is not desired
seven inches deep.
mission of 10 cents and benefit' enter- beekeeper who is keeping bees to proBoth the Oklahoma and the Kansas
honey.
wen
agricultural
fairs
tainments and
duce
have found early and deep
stations
exempted.
"The exact cause for swarming is plowing give profitable increases In
After November 1, 1917, members of not known, although there are several yield.
The Oklahoma experiment sta
all clubs, except fraternal orders, pay- conditions which are known to stimuas an average of five years
found
tion
remeing more than $12 annual dues would late It. If these conditions are
wheat, seeded SeptemFulcaster
with
be subject to a 10 per cent tax.
died, a large proportion of swarming ber 15 to October 1, the following recontrolled."
will be
Exemptions Aro Allowed.
sults:
Total

$2,606,320,000

well-draine- d

-
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On excess profits the conferees
agreed upon a minimum deduction of
7 per cent and a maximum of 10 per
cent, Instead of the 6 to 10 per cent
fixed by the senate. Other exemptions are $3,000 for corporations and
Corporations,
$6,000 for lndlvldauls.
partnerships and Individuals having
no capital stock would pay a fiat rats
of 8 per cent on net profits In excess
of $3,000 for corporations and $6,000
for Individuals and partnerships.
Miscellaneous Income tax amendments Inserted by the sennte wers
generally adopted, Including the
Jones amendment for a tax of
10 per cent on corporations'
surplus, without allowance
for Income taxes paid. The 10 per
cent tax would not apply to undistributed Income actually Invested or
employed In business or Invested in
federal securities after September 1,
1917, and 5 per cent penalty for surplus retained but not employed Is provided.
In making provision for administration and collection of the new and
existing taxes the conferees provided
that the special tax of 12 per cent
on war munitions manufactures shall
be reduced to 10 per cent, but retained to January 1, 1918. It now
yields about $29,000,000 annually tfnd
the senate had proposed Its repeal.
lndls-trlbut-

VARIETIES OF SWEET CLOVER
White Is Considered to Have Greatest
Value for Hay and Pasture-Pl- ant
la More Leafy.
(North Dakota Agricultural College

Bul-

letin)
Two kinds of sweet clover are commonly grown, the white and the yellow.
The white is considered to have the
greatest value both for hay and pasture. It grows larger thnn the yellow
and Is more leafy. The seed of the
white sweet clover is of a bright olive
green color and about the same size as
alfalfa seed. The seed of the yellow
sweet clover is much the same size,
shape and color, except that under the
microscope it has a mottled appearance not unlike a turkey egg.
WHEN VEGETABLES ARE HIGH
Truck In Home Gardens
Comes In Handy Later on If
Canned and Preserved.

8urplus

Plowed
yield
Plowed
yield
Plowed
16,

7 Inches
7
7

yield

deep,

July

15,
27.1 bu.

inches deep,

August

inches deep,

September

16,

14.1 bu.
22.0 bu.

QUALITY OF SILAGE

BETTER

Kafir Corn And Sorghum Can Be Used
With Good Results Stag of Cutting Is Important
Corn is recognized as the best crop
for silage but for conditions where
kaflr corn or sorghum Is better suit- ed these crops can be used with good 'J'
results. In quality of silage, kafir,
followed by sorghum, ranks next to
corn, according to C. H. Eckles of the
University of Missouri college of agriculture. The yield of silage by these
crops Is usually equal to, or greater
than, that from corn. The stage of
cutting sorghum and kaflr for silage
Is of special Importance In making
good sllnge. These crops should be
practically mature, that is the seed
should be hard. If they are cut too
early the silage Is quite sour. If the
crops should get frosted before they
are cut they should be cut at once
and put Into the silo. If they become
too dry before cutting sufficient water must be added so that the silage

.

Surplus fruits, beans, tomatoes and
other vegetables produced in home gardens are allowed to spoil on- the vines
or rot on the ground. A morning's
work would can and preserve such
surplusage for use when fruits and
packs well.
vegetables are scarce and high In price.
-

at an average of $2 n ton and
sold It to the consumer at $3 a ton, PROFITS IN SHEEP KEEPING
his gross margin was $1. Dr. Garfield
now allows him to add 30 per cent to No Other Animal Can Thrive on Such
Short Pasturage Manure la Most
this amount, making his gross margin
Valuable on Farm.
for 1917 $1.30, provided that Is not In
excot of his gross margin In July
Sheep keeping should be encourlast.
If the retail dealer now pays sn av- aged. No other animal can thrive on
erage of $3 for the same kind f conl such short pasturage as the sheep.
he will be allowed to sell it to the con- Sheep manure is the most valuable of
sumer for not more thnn $4.30 a ton. all. On almost every farm there Is a
Doctor. Garfield selected 1915 as a brushy field on which sheep could
browse eight months of the year.
normal coal production year.
1915

.

MUCH

MILK SPOILS QUICKLY

Reason la That It Is Kept Uncovered
Keep Cov- -'
In Warm Kitchens
ered In Cool Place.
Much milk spoils quickly because it
Is kept uncovered In warm'kltchens.
Close observance of the doctrine, "Keep
perishable food, especially milk, cool,
clean and covered continuously," may
make a striking difference In the food
bills of many families.

THE

The Spanish American
--

Rehurtáis Acurn Í7. M'.t.
IRVIN OGDEN, SPJ

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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There is renewed talk of the
The Roy Schools have been
running a month and the teachers construction of a line of railroad
are quite naturally wanting their to connect the main line of the
Attorney
Law
salary. Warrants to suit the El Paso & Southwestern at a
New
in
Carrizozo
south
of
noint
printed
Prompt and Careful Attention
new conditions have been
Given all Business Entrusted
at this office but the mess-u- p ow 'Mexico with the Tyrone mines,
to me
exa
mean
further
would
ing to the change of incorporat which
some
at
line
jingthe town has delayed the tension to the mam
ROY
NEW MEXICO
transfer of the money to the Arizona point, giving that road a
Village Treasurer so that they short line between the coal mines
of Dawson and the great copper ?
can draw against it.
mines and smelters of Arizona.
Postmaster Johnson was up ayou will have a
gainst distributing and mail on . The Santa Fe fire department Then
SALE,
PUBLIC
Route "A" Monday himself.
never starts for a fire until the
city marshal or his acredited reThere's only one REAL Aucpresentative, and a large number
in the Country, Thats - tioneer
FolR.
Rev.
L. Matthews, of
of political dignitaries, are duly
som. N. M. is the new minister
seated on the wagon. Now what
'
sent by the Methodist Conference good will that new five thousand
His address is MILLS N.
j at Las Vegas to the Solano
Cirdollar machine do the department
You
can have SALE BILLS
cuit. He seems a live one and
if the city marshal shculd happen printed and make
dates at the
we are ghd to welcome him to
to be indisposed when the fire
n
Office.
Roy,
the Mesa.
alarm sounded?
New Mexico.
j
Roy still is not supplied and it
is likely will not be this year,
I can loan you money on your
Arno Voelkel, came in on the
Rev. Meredith was returred to
final receipt as easy as on your
with
Monday
visit
a
Polly
from
(Maxwell and Rev, Lochridge of
patent fr warranty deed and
Springer was given the Santa Fe relatives at Brownsville, Texas.
mortgage need not bear but
your
with
go
ready
to
He is getting
District
6
percent
interest. Come in and
to
boys
the next bunch of the
to you about your
let
us
talk
j
Albuquerque, N M. Oct. 10;-- ! Swat the Kaiser.
loan.
'"Having six children and no in-- j
terest in the liquor traffic, it is The new State officers elected J. E. Wildman, Loan and Inself evident that my vot will be at the Rebekah Assembly last surance Agency. Office at resifor state wide prohibition," week wer- e- President, Mrs. dence north end Chicosa St,
Rov. N. M.
writes H. P. Owen, district attor Isabelle Swartz, Gallup, Vice
ney for Valencia county, to the President, Mrs. Carrie Ayleshire,
Plenty 1 mony to loan on
headquarters of the statewide Lake Arthur, Secretary, Mrs.
Vegas,
estate, 9 percent - long
Las
Comstock,
real
Mary
E.
city.
dry movement in this
It is
Innintvi niir here rhnr nr man ' Treasurer, Mrs. Sara Browne, time.
ever had six better reasons for Springer, Instructor, Mrs. Mae J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
'
eliminating the saloons from his McKenzie, Raton, Home Board,
'
Mrs. Clara Wolff, Mrs. Nellie MILK COWS:-f- or
vicinity and from his state.
sale, fresh-Smith.
H. GUTHMAN,
Albuaueraue is having her Mrs. Emilia Kitchell returned
Roy. N. M.
State Patriotic Week in lieu of Thursday reporting a very inter- the State Fair which was called esting meeting. She found Miss Chamberlains Couch Remedy
off. A very huge program is ar- Shirley Nutter of Roy. in the De
the Most Reliable
of the Albuquerque
ranged and the boosters are try- gree-staLodge which exemplified the De- - After many year' experience io the
ing to put it across.
use of it and other eoujfh medicines,
gree at the Grand Lodge Session, there are many whoprefer Chambeand she showed the Roy people a rlain's to any other. Mrs. A. C.
i
...:c
i
J fine time while in the city.
j..
Greenville,
writes "Chamhoes,
'Hs
nrl,i Afrti, I Itti rii
'hotkey this week and went to
,
berlain's Cough Remedy has been used
Paul Westphal, of Mills was in long been on the freight run
in my mother's home and mine foi
Tucumcari Tuesday to witness
Pure Blood Poultry.
this branch is promoted to Con
years, and we always found it a quick
Roy Saturday and remembered
big picture creation entitled,
a
with a renewal of his ductor on the Polly. He is a "The Birth of a Nation." They White and Barred Plymouth cure for colds and bronchial troubles.
the
We find it to be the most reliable eoujrtr
favorite with the people .along,'
subscription price in spite of inRhode Island Reds, medicine we have uwit.'1
have each had a birthday and Rocks,
the line and we aréglad to have
cost of paper and
creased
their second wedding anniversary Black Minorcas, and Silver
him take our tickets.
postage.
FOR SALE:- - or will trade, for
Buy your roosters while
all within the last two weeks and
White-Fac- e
Good
celeHeiffers, 40
they are cheap,
just had to get away and
head
'
of good young Horses and
Solano Poultry Farm,
brate.
hoc
Mares, (Not Ponies) Write
We met a number of old
Solano, N. Mex.
Calvin Jones,
friends and called to approve of
T3 pd.
Tucumcari, N. M.
the splendid new residence of One of the Best for a Home
'
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Goodman,
'
160 Acres three miles north of
v,
:
n
;uiic vit uic luicai 111 uic iiilic v.iijt Uoy, in good community.
I have had much Experience
Rich
Other friends were "Little Joe,
in
mounting Deer Heads and all
soil and shallow water district,
;Joe Adkr, A. P. Duncan and
other
Taxidermy. All work guarGood wheat land. $10.00 an acre
Successor to
Kate Dunbar. All seem prosper
anteed.
Full supply of eyes and
hnriatoro fnr Tfipnm '
rnt! oil o
mountings.
Roy
purchaser
free
to
of
in
the
a
a -- n f cQO c
H E. Burriss,
homestead. Address
We caw the newspaper offices,
2 wks pd.
Roy, N. M.
'
American Land Company,
looked up property interests and
25tf
Tucumcari, N. Mex.
generally kept busy.
FOR SALE:-- 320 acres 8 miles
seen
have
the
people
many
So
from Roy., all plow land, producour
we
curb
ed 10 bushels wheat per acre
great picture that
C.N. ROARK
enthusiasm about it.
Clayton New Mex. this year. Fine corn crop nearly
matured goes with the land, good:
LAND PLATS of a.l kinds
buildings, well handy. A BarAbstracts of U. S. land
gain for a quick deal.
Office Records,
MAPS.
Office.
Inquire at the
Prompt Attention
Several Spars of well bred1
Geldings, 4 to 8 years old, 1100
HOGS FOR SALE:- - 30 head of
to 1200 lbs. suitable for Cavalry
For best results mail your Stock Hogs, 15cents, per pound
& ' or artillery horses, broke to work films to Lafayette Studio.
at my ' Ranch, ' Albert,, New
and good dispositions.
Roy, New Mexico.
Mexico.
A number of good Mares, 4to8
T. E: Mjtehell,
1100 to 1200 lbs, Bred
years-old- ,
!

J. B. LUSK
at

"The House of Sendee"

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

SaltcriptiM $1.54 Per Tur

j

Entered as
postoffiee in

matter at the
Roy, New Mexhx
second-clas-

s

j

I

We will have in

TO

OLD GLORY,

j

-i

i

A Car Load Of

GOD

BLESS HER!

o

,

SELLING OUT?

!

i

This Ditioo, under God, (hall
havt a new birth oi freedom,
and that lorernmeal oi tba
people, by the people, for tb
people, ihall oot perita Irom
tin earth. Liocola.

HERE'S

!

If anyone attempts to haul down
tha American flag, shoot him on th
pot John A. Dix.

I

I

Col F. O. WHITE

Cabba

!

Spanish-America-

j

Place your Orders with us

i

NOW and be sure of your

Winter Supply

;

News Euüetin,
League of New Mexico, First
National Bank Building. Albuquerque, N. M. Roswell E. Farley, Superintendent.
Anti-Saloo- n

"The closing of the saloons in
New Mexico will mean the opening of more school houses and a
considerable decrease in the num
ber of unfortunates in the penitentiary. A man who has the
welfare of the state at heart
ought not to have any trouble in
deciding how to vote upon the
prohibition question on the 6th.
of next November."
Antonio Lucero, Sec. of State.

"I am heartily in accord with
the cause of statewide prohibition in New Mexico, I am confident that the saloons will be
banished at the coming election
in November."
Harry L. Patton, Atty. Gen.
New

Mexico's

income from

State lands for the present fiscal
year has reached a total of $936,
000.

Maib has rented the
J.
320
acres belonging toj
of
farm
and is plant-- j
Olden,
Mrs. Grace
toeek. HÍ3
this
ing wheat in it
on
the place
daughter will live
year. It
coming
and farm it the
is a very satisfactory arrangement all around and we hope it
will be mutually profitable.
V.

J. W. Waggonner, drove in
from his farm Monday with the
biggest wagonload of homegrown
potatoes ever brought to Roy.
Mr. Waggoner raised them on the
claim of his daughter, Mrs. Will
Davennort of Roy. Mr. Waggonner brought the load as rent and

Mrs. Davenport has stored them
away to feed Will on this winter
the S. A. got a generous sample
to ad(i to our store.
Mr. Waggoner assures us that
he has big crops of everything
he tried to raise this year as he
has every year and believes his
land is in the best part of the
mesa.

'

ir .yu..

"

r.

Ed Guthman came down frotf

wife
tfawson Sunday to see his
here
been
have
who
and baby
par-f- i
the
at
days
visiting a few
He
home.
fiuthman
will
.
filial
the
in
turn
his
is peeved that
War
draft has not come and the ento
bim
allow
Dept. refuses to
married. Ed
list because he is
and
is an expert Accountant
anyline
would be useful in his
where you put him..
The Poole's Carnival, left

s

i

.Floersheims
"The One Price House"

j

ff

j

j

-

tl.

'

Kir-stei- n,

1

I

S--

Cam-pine- s.

THE

f

ROY TRADING Co.

i,--f

j

Goodman Mercantile Co.

Dealers in

i

;

Ev? rvthmg
Mod'rn Market
Meats,

Fruits,
Vegetables

'

Private Sale

S--

i

0

!

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

the purple - strains, Some speed prospects, other gocd all around

in

Wilkes-Elec-tione-

er

"Dentist

Farm for Sale

roád and work horses.
320 acres, well improved Farm
of Springer, N. M.. will be in
lone mile east of Roy, all fenced
Some Colts and Fillie3 of the Ro- yj and cross fenced, 130 acres cultisame strains.
vated, good House, Barn, Gran-- I
TwoThorobred Duroc Jersey!
ary, Good well, Wind mill, 2
ser-- j
enough
for
Pigs.
od
Male
individ-large
Stock tanks,' good Cistern
j
unusually
fine
vice and
good
Crops
of all kinds. I also
uals.
Cockwish
to
sell
'
the Variety Macniné
Leghorn
30 S. C. White
to attend the Dental needs of
(England)!
Works
Garage,
also my Big
and
eréis, "Tom Baron"
thisl.community.
Gang
threshing
Rig
York)
Engine
and
(New
and "D. W. Young"
-g
I
producplows)
(12
Disc
Plows
wish
Sf rains, 278 and
to close out my Property interest
ing Class, Carefully bred and
Group
here. $1600. will buy this, com'reared.
Four Lots in Roy abutting on if your children are subject to pi oup plete Rig and Plow, this Rig
the House Track and facing main get a bottle of ChamWslair's Cough would cost new today, $4640.
Call on mo at the farm or shop
The best location for Remedy, and when the attack comes
Street
on be caieful to f,,llow the l'laIn 1'
orpn
Rov.
in
nnw
r
Ji& uuvjihvum
ed directions. You will be surprised
C. E. Anderson.
John Deere alf steel at lhe quick relief which it affords.
, Alsol
Grain Elevator, capacity 500 or
JACK P. MILLS
!600bu per day. Worth $300.
JACK FOR SALE:- - Registered
U. S. Commissioner
will take $250.
Kentucky Jack, 4yrs. old, black
For any of the above call on or with white points, 900 lbs. One
Fillings, Proofs and all
address
land matters.
of the best on the mesa.
Joe L Hamilton,
Also Surveys and Plats.
N,
M.
Solano,
T 1 pd.
Prompt Attention
Roy, New Mexico
Office at Solano, New Nexico.
--

j

Canned Goods
Dry Goods,
'
Shoes,

;

SOON

'

D

;

Kitchell Block

j

-

283-eg-

Take advantage of our
Prices and Accommodation

Roy Trading
CompanY.
THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE

,

'

j

.

w;oe

(

Sun-

they
day for Albuquerque where
would tajee part in the "Patriotic
They claim
Week" this week.
with
pleased
well
to have been
declared
it
here,
their patronage
Raton.
at
had
they
better than regulated
attraction
It was a well people with it beand the young
of the town
came good friends
dwmg the.r may.
ycungí-ter-

mm

j

u

"

-

J. M. George.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE

o y G a r age

some cranny about

--

and LIVERY
Cars Housed and Cared for

, Bank it, Safely in this Safe, Helpful
Bank, where it will aid you in many ways every minute it is on deposit.
Choice-Eve-

ry

is in favor of the second method.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office st Clayton, New Mexico,
Sept. 17, 191"
given that
hereby
is
Notice
Samuel R Cockrell of Roy N. M. who
on Sept. U, 18U made H. E. No 018441
for NWi Sec, II. Twp. 21N. Rng. 26E
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three year
Proof, to stablish claim to the land
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
20th day of Nov. 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Paul F. Roeber
B. C. Jordan
(Robert L Gambrel Walter Sneider
All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

FOR PUBLICATION

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Department of the Interior, U.S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

.Sept

17, 1917

-

Notice is hereby given that Max
Cruz of Albert New Mexico who on
Sept. 11, 1914, made, H. E. No. 018455
Sec. 14 and
for Wi-SSec. 23 Twp 21N. Rng 28E. N. M. P
Meridian
has filed notice of in
tention to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to tha land above de
W. H.
scribed,
before
U S com, at Roy N. Mex. on the
22nd day of Nov. 1917.

10 27

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

"

Dr. M. D. Gibbs,Prop.
,

Register

NO TRESPASSING
F
...
The annual pilgrimage to the
All persons are hereby warned orchards at Springer and Cimarroot to trespass on my ranch and
rón haí béen going on for "the
'
Range Lands in the breaks of past week or more. " Dozens of
La Cinta Canyon.
teams are to be seen daily
Deer hunters areeipecially unto or from the mecca of
welcome and dangerous to cattle apples
There is no land in this vicinity
not in private ownership.
F. A. Bruce and wife took a
Trespassers and Hunters will
trip and went to the
vacation
arrested if found on these land?. orchards
after apples thi3 week.
P. J. LAUMBACH,
Ml. pd.
got
home with a wagon
They

"hh

yr-

Stationery

Perodicals and

Claimant names a3 witnesses:
Edwardo Sandoval Evans to Lucero
Antcnio Belatde Encarnación Lucero
New Mexico.
All of Albitt
PAZ VALVERDE

The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

w-N-

10-2-

9

J

NEW MEX.
NOTICE

C. Ü.

Stbono, County Treasurer

.

Ton J. Tatlok, jr., Ab&rlacto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

n

Titles to Laiids in the Mora Grant are beingj
.straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands. ,
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
All Matters entrusted to us rtiMntched with Promptness and Accurey
Your Hustons lUspectfully Solicited

load Tuesday evening.

Roy Telephone Co.

9--

Connects with

10-2-

2

10-2-

Sept. 241917
or less stomach
Notice is hereby given that
Mrs.
writes
trouble for eight years,"
x. Filomena Belardá of Albert, N. M. who
H. Smith, Brewerton, N.
G.
on Aug. 23,1912 made II. E. No. 014998
of
"When suffering" from attacks
3 and 4 and
Si - Nwi;
heaviness after eating one for Lots
29E
5
Range
20n.
Section.
Township
have
or two of Chamberlain's Tablets
N. M. P Meridian, has filed notice of
found
also
have
I
me.
always relieved

tab
them a pleasant laxative." These
ei.ablg
it
and
stomach
lets tone up the
If
naturally.
functions
its
to perform
give
you are troubled with indigestiou
well.
stay
and
well
get
them a trial,

intention to make three. Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described before W. H. Willcox U S
Comr.
at Hoy, New Mexico, on
Nov. 23,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Pedro Martinez Gabriel Martinez
Simona Arguello Victoriano Arguello
All of Albert New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
11 3

Needs of the Child.
The child needs the kinds of food
that mnke blood, bone and muscle so
he should always have cereal for
breakfast. Cornmenl Is excellent and
oats are favorites with a nation noted
for its good health, the Scotch. Here
13 what the doctor says about milk:
Robert Hearn came home Mon"The child may not like milk ho
variIn
It
try
to
day
encouraged
from his long trip east, His
should be
ous wavs. The growing child needs mother and sister remained at
ullk, nil of It, and the skimmed vari-at Tucumcari for a visit with friends
ety does not answer the purpose
itll . Tho fnt plays an important part there another day or two.
bo'.ly.
in the development of the little
4

i. J.

PHONE at Springer,

E

n

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Roy, New Mexico

have had more

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

29aodEJ-NEi-

,

NOTICE FOlt PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton,
N. M."
Sept. 14 1917
.
Notice is hereby given that
Eduardo Deschampa of Albert New
Mex. who on July 24 1913 made HE.
i:
Sec 34
No. 016724 for the
and SEi S 35 T 20N. R 28E.
N M P Meridian has filed notice of intention to muke three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before vv. II. Willcox U S
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
N M on the 10th day of Nov. 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan D Arguello
"Jose E Arguello
J R Lopez AH three of Albei t
Nasaiio Baca of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register. ,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Sept, 14.1917
Notice is hereby given that Victoria
Gutierrez of Solano N. M. who on
April 101914 made HE .No 017741 for
SJ- - Nwl Swl Seo 14
1
Sec 16
Township. 18N. Range 27K, N. .M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tomake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore Jack P Mills U S Commissioner
at Solano,' N. M. on Nov. 10 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,

;

N1-SE-

A. G

10-2-

'I ..Faz'.Valverde,
10

)

Faustin Gutierrez
J S Ilortcn

All of Solans N. M,

..

"

Trujillo

T E Bowman

,'-

2H

The Price of Cremonas.
The advance in price of Cremona
dolins within, the past twenty years

Renter

Notice is hereby given that
XV. Mori is of Roy, N M who on
Noy, 6, 1911
ig 12 U15 m d II. B
,
014103 & 020400 for
Wj&XYVi-SW- i
Sao
Sec 4. wl--

Aaron

aiU

.

at

Roy N. M., on the
day of Nov 1917
office

Stra-dlvarh- is

Twister

9ii'i

Claimant names as witnesses:

,

NJ-S-

EJ-N-

NJ-S-

Famous for Date Palms.
'
J H MlU-hel-l
Ben Stewart
Bagdad is famous for especially flaL A Brown
Mitchell
C
it
vored
palms.
date
several
are
There
has been almost Incredible.- Violins
New
Roy
of
Mex'co
All
ot
famous
date
forests about the delta
which were in the hundreds at that
timo are now In the thousands, and the Tigris and Euphrates. One of tin
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
most Interesting and useful relics ol
the advance Is going on steadily all
10 2.)
the
Moorish
(hat
civilization
reinnlin
Hie time.
It Is the masterpieces
which have advanced the most, af in Spain Is the most wonderful palm
grove in the World. It might be culled
Add Comparisons.
tho whole world seems to he clamora fitting monument to the foresight
"Love you better than any frlrl
ing for the greatest works of
and Guarncrius, the two ad-- , end careful husbandry of those unfor- "vrr met? Why, I love you helte:
him any. girl I ever saw In the mo
mitted greatest makers of the world. tunate people.
vies."
'

NEi-SE- J

:

j Twpl8NRng26E. NMPMendunhaa
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lanu filed notice of intention io inukethrea
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
year proof, to establish claim to the
Sept. 11, 1917
land above described, before F.
Notice is hereby given that Jay H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
Mexico whe
M Finch of Roy,' New
ofik-at Roy, N. M. on . Oct 27 1917
on June 12 1913 made HI',. No. 01G24Í
names as witnesses:
Claimant
anc
forSwi-NE- i,
Nwi, SEi
M
2I1EN.
19TwplS.MRng
See.
NWi
W. IJ Guthman
A J Smith
PMerinian, has filed notice of intentior
II M West .
Clarence LefTler
to make three year final proof to estal
All of Roy New Mexico
iish claim to the land above describee
S
com,
U
atRo
before F H Foster,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
N M On the 14th day of Nov 1917
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:'
N. MUaker
Leopoldo Amlrada
Maud Esta Andrada Alex Arnold
Department of the Interior IT. S. Land
Office at Clayton New MexicS
All of Roy New Mexico
;
Sept. 4, 1917
PAZ VALVERDE,
.
"
'
Notice is hereby given that David
'10-2,.' negister
0
. ' ;
Gonzales of Roy N M who on Arpil 24,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1911 made II E No 013145 for Svvi-S'i
See3NWi-NF-- i
Section 10
Department of the Interior
18
north Rungo 20 east
U. 8. Land Office at Clayton N M Township
N M P Meridian, has filed notice of in
Sept 14 1917,
;
tention to make Five Year Prpof, to
Notice is.liereby given that,' Hum establish ckiim to the lr.d above
H wortman of Koy N,; M. who on , described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S,
June u,& N'V i'l ni3, maue ii. jü xos. Comr. at Roy, N. M. on the 26th day
0161)89
016150
for the NE Sec 2 of Oct 1917
and NWI Section, 28 Township 21N
.Claimant names as witnesses:
Range 27E N. M. i'. M, has filet,
.
Lee West
Joie S Lepe.
notice of intention- - to make Thret
Maurice N I'aker Fpifimio Flores
Years Final Proof, to establish
All ol Rov New Mexico.
wlaim to the land above described
before F H Foster, U S comisioner at
PAZ VALVERDE,
--

The Home Restaurant

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.

Stiano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
RuralrComm unity Lines connected. - Roy City Exchange,
Eilicient Service- -

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at

Short Orders
Prop'r.
ARNETT

10-1-

NEJ-Swi-

Office and Exchange,

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

"I

J917

.

A'ejandroGarcia
Deciderio Lujan
All of Hueyercs N M
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
0

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

J.F.ARNETT

Chamberlain's Tablets

Sept, 4,

Sec 32 Twp 21N nog 26E NMPM haa
flled notice of intention to make Final
'
rhree year proof to establish claim
Sept. 4, l'.17,
.
to the land above described, before
NOTICE is hereby given that
F H Foster U S Commissionsr
Julian Aragón of Bueyeros N. M. who office at Roy, N. M., on Oct. 26th 1917
11)14
HE
made
on Nov 2 li10 & Aug 10
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
Nos. 012.153 and 01828S for SJ SecEd Noble
Ogdtn Sr.
Irvin
tion 15 Townspip 21 N Range oK
F S Rrown
Baum
Earl
of
tiled
notice
has
N M. r. Meridian
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
proot
intention to make three-yea- r
above
land
the
to establish claim to
NOTICE I Oil PIEUCATION
described before P.egis.tir & Recrivoi
Claytcn N M 16i h day of Nov 1917.
Department of the Interior U S Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Tobias Ciu?.
Fiancisquito Garcia
S?pt 4 1917

,

Now under Management of

Mrs. Smith Recommends

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

.

NJ-Sw-

Sl-N-

10-2-

;j.F.

Register.

3

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
OtllceatClayton New Mexico,

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

The Southwestern
Hotel

Regular Meals

10-1-

SEi-SftSe- c.

.Mora, New Mexico

en-rou-

Owner.

9--

NJ-S-

BANK

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Santa FeNew Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that Samuel
Slusher of Roy N. M. whooa Julv 19
1915 made II E No. 020192 for Nwi
Section 21 Township 21N. Range 27 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
before F H Foster U S Com'r at
líoy, N.N. on tho2oth day of Oct. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
1011)17
New Mmcoon Nov.
A. B. Slusher
George wortma,n
witnesses:
Claimant names as
Han
y
wortman
Harry Bums
Vicente Montez
Juan J Montano
All of Roy New Mexico.
of David New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Ensebio Montano
Juan T Montano
3
Register
of Albert N M
7
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
0
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
pt. 4 1917.
NOTICE FOlt PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that
Department of the Interior
Joseph A Holmes of Roy New Mex,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
who on June 2nd 1916 made II. E. No,
Sept. 4 1917
Notice is hereby given that Antonio 021393 Nwi NEJ S 30 T 20 N R 26E. N. M.
Jose Lovato of De Hayen NM. who on P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenSept 27 1912 made H. E-.- No. 015013 tion to make Commutation Proof,
for Lots 5,6&7 Sec 6 Lot 1 Section 7 io establish claim to the land above
NM PM has described before F H Foster U 8
Twn 19N llatt 31E
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
1 filed notice of Intention to make Five
year final proof, to establish claim to M on Oct. 27 1917
before
Claimant names as witnesses;
he land above described,
Jacob Fioersheim R E AllureJge
Register & Receiver U.
A S Hanson
Elmer Neal
Office Clayton N. M. on the 23rd day
10.13
N M
of
Roy
al
1917
of Oct.
Register.
PAZ
VALVERDE,
claimant names as witnesses:
Manuel Lovato
Nicolas Lovato
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Of De Haven N Mex.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Juan Roybal
Adan Garcia
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
of Bueyeroí N Mex
Sept. 4 1917
PAZ VALVERDE,
given
is
hereby
that
Notice
Register.
0
Mfred M Davenport of Roy N M who
on Nov 22 1D13 made H E No 017193 for.
NOTICE POS PUBLICATION.
Si-N-

!

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
ROY,

Register.

3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Sept, 14. 1917
Notice is hereby givea that
Petrolino Tiujillo of David New Max.
who. on J ul v. 21 1914 made H E No.
J
)1813S for
Sec 11 Twp, 17N. Range 29E.
?Jew Mexico Principal Meridian, has
.lied notice ftf intention to make three
ear proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described before W H
willcox U. S. Commissioner at Roy

Machantes
ST A.

Davenport Bro's, proprietor,
New Mex.
ROY,

Point

Decide and Act TODAY

11--

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work Eca5S

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Sept- - 7, 1917
NOTICE is hereby given that James
M Gordon of Roy N. M. who on Nov. A. Cropp of Trementina New Mexic),
22, 1913 made H. E. No. 017133 for Who on Feb. 20 1911 made H. E. No.
SEI Sec. 21 Twp 21N. Rng 27E. N.. M. 017978 for SWi, S.1T1PN R24EN.M.P.
P Meridian, has filed notice of inten- Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tion to make ThreeYear Proof, to estab to make Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described lish claim to the land above described
before F.II. Foster U. S. Commisioner before
J F Harbin, U. S Com. at
at bis office In Roy, New Mexico, on Cuervo N. M. on Oct. 24 1917.;
Nov 24, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as- witnesses:.
Petrolino Quintana Bentura Quintana
Joseph Wright.
Ben Stewart
J. M. Howe
F. B. Cropp
Ocie Cannon
L. A. Cannon
All of Trementina New Mexico.
All of Roy New. Mexico
FRANCISCO DELGADO
.
PAZ VALVERDE

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

the house A burglar knows every possible hiding place Fire can always reach it and
It will pay you No Interest. or

You Have Your

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office At Clayton, New Mex,
Sept 24, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that James

Here are Two
Things you Can Do
with money
Keep it Hidden in

f OR

Essentials to Achievement.
There are five essentia! to nelileve-men- f
In every line: Vision. Initiative,
judgment, confiil'-nee- ,
sound
an'l
cov.rrigo. And each of these qualities
mil fostered by knowledge.
Philosopher.
The Bushics

Is Inspired

2u!'.'s Cbjecti'oi.
iJiiek Klihy says h.'s obj'i turn to tlia
aparti, lent house 'is li.it i lovs mwhj
with the r:va-- y of lie fuau'.jf yiiuT
rol.

Tuj-i'k-

f

C;u-!:a-

.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

tonight I They're over there "now-b"; '
back Inside of an hour."
itgulust
...
weukly
the
Alaire - leaned
.
table, her frightened eyes fixed upon
e

HEART. OF THE SUNSET
By Rex Beach
OpTrifU

PALOMA

r Hartar

;

Brotban

JONES AND ALAIRE AUSTIN PREPARE TO GIVE AID TO BLAZE JONES AND DAVE

LAW, BUT THEIR PLAN IS COMPLICATED BY THE APPEARANCE OF GENERAL

L0NG0RI0

AND BY ED AUSTIN'S

ACTIVITIES

'

Q reat

the speaker.
"Yes I They aim to discover how he
They
was killed and all about It
;

i

otl
crossed at my pumping plant
they'll be back .tonight, If they haven't
already " The speaker's voice broke,
his band was shaking so that be could
scarcely retain his hold upon the tele
phone. "How do I know?" he chat
tered. "It's up to you. You've got a
machine "
"LJ1" cried the wife. She went
toward him on weak, unsteudy feet,
but she halted as the voice of Longo
rlo cut In sharply:

"What's this I hear? Ricardo

Guz-

Husband and wife
man's body?"
turned. Tbe open double door to the
living room framed the tall figure of
tbe Mexican general.

Variety of
Fashions Offered

New York. There comes a time in
every woman's life when she wants
fashions In paragraphs or, probably, a
better way to put It Is that she wonts
her news capsuled so that she can digest It in the quickest and easiest manner.
These are stirring times in the world
of buying and selling women's apparel.
Contrary to all the expectations of the
pessimists and tbe croaking of the
gloomy prophets, there is a scramble
for enough merchandise to sell to tbe
women on this continent at this mo
ment They have money; they want
new clothes; Paris has sent alluring
costumery quite in keeping with our
e
dressing ; the shops
spirit of
are crowded, and the bulk of the buying has gone to the people who offer
clothes that are not eccentric or overpriced.
When fashions are slack, women
have time to read about them in detail when they are being rushed across
the stage; but now, as in an exciting
movie, there is no time for comment
or philosophy, for theory or observa
Give us news I" Is what
tion. "News
tbe people cry who want to go out tomorrow morning and buy.
This la no time, therefore, to dwell
upon one subject and embroider it a

be offered as the first fashion for evening, although they are very expensive.
Jet buttons will be put on gowns
oí serge, satin, velour and velvet
Belts of Jet will be used on
one-pie-

frocks for the afternoon. The cadet
sash of the hour, which is used on
short coats as well as frocks will be
weighted with thick Jet tassels.
In more ways than anyone could
think were possible, gray Is mixed with
other colors. It Is especlolly effective
when placed with subtle shades of blue,
Violet, heliotrope, salmon, watermelon
pink and flame red are some of the
colors which are put with gray gowns
to be worn for all hours of the day
and evening. Gray
frocks for
the street offered as a substitute for
tailored suits, have fitted, medieval
corselets made of braid.
Careless cravats on the most formal
suits, gain in importance. This kind
of neckwear started in Paris last May,
but the American dressmaker did not
take It seriously until the new autumn
models arrived.
These cravats are made of the cloth
of the suit Hned with a fanciful fabric,
or they embody a brilliant color
scheme, which has many advantages
In that it brightens the suit and often
makes it more becoming to the wearer.
So far, the high, stiff, military coat
collar has not appeared, but every
other kind of cellar that mounts to the
chin has been employed to supply the
demand for high neckwear.
The trench muffler is delighted In by
many women, whether it Is made of.
fur or cloth. It almost disguises the
face, it envelopes so much of the lower
part of it
Ostrich Plumes Again.
Ostrich plumes are slowly coming
back into fashion. Paris provided them
for the great middle class of women
who
o
suddenly became
through high salaries. These women
believe that sealskin coats, diamond
solitaires and ostrich feathers are still
the symbols of wealth.
What was true of France quickly became true of England. Although
plumes are selling there today at $90
and $100 apiece, because of reduction
in supply, there nre buyers aplenty
for them. It Is expected that the industrial condition of America will be
the same as that which has prevailed
In England and France during the latter part of the war, and that the
women, who are the real spenders of
a nation, will buy clothes more lavishly and recklessly than they have for a
century. 'The reason for this is that
they are taking the places of men and
getting money to spend without asking
men for It
,
.
t
As for the ostrich feather In AmerThe material used In this evening
gown Is supple satin In pink and ica, it Is slowly making Its appearance,'
mauve orchid tones. The bodice Is cut but it Is sponsored by so many good
In Irregular points over hips, and there houses that no doubt It will appear
is a watteau train dropped from the
shoulders.
The short sleeves are fin
ished with chinchilla.
war-tim-

CHAPTER

SINOPSIS Mrs. Alalre Austin Is tbo handsome young mistress of Las Palmus ranch In Texas and La Feria
ranch In Mexico. She dislikes her husband, who Is a brutal, profligate, lecherous drunkard, but she feels a strong
sympathy for David Law, state ranger, when she discovers accidentally that he loves her hopelessly. There Is
trouble between Mexicans and Americans along the border. Law discovers that Austin is leagued with American norse thieves and Mexican rebels, among them Tad Lewis, who Is under suspicion. Law kills a horse thief.
When Law's friend, Ricardo Guzman, goes to the Mexican side to collect money due him, he is murdered by the
Lewis gang because be can give incriminating testimony against them. Law and Blaze Jones go to the Mexican
side to get Guzman's body secretly. Mrs. Austin and Paloma Jones, Blaze's daughter, are preparing to give them
aid on their return to the American side when Gen. Luis Longorlo, an odious admirer of Mrs. Austin, comes to
calL What happens then Is described in this installment
Continued.

have done you another favor. Tou
saw that hombre who came with me?"
Paloma was gone with a rush. In
"Yes."
t moment she returned, ready for the "Well, you would never guess it is
trip, and with her she carried a rifle your Jose Sanchez. lie was distracted
at the news of his cousin's murder,
nearly as long as herself.
and came to me "
In offering to lend a hand In th.s
"Ills cousin was not murdered."
"Exactly! I told him so when I
difficulty, Alalre had acted largely
upon Impulse, and, now that she took learned the facts. I said to him, 'Jose,
time to think over the affair more my boy, it Is better to do nothing than
coolly, she asked herself whot pos-- to act wrongly. Go back to your beauslbie business of hers It could be. For tiful employer, be loyal to ber, and
her port. Paloma was troubled by no think no more about this unhappy afuncertainty of purpose; It did not fair.' It required some argument, I
seen, to her at all absurd to go to assure you, but he is here, lie comes
her father's assistance, and she was to ask your forgiveness and to resume
so eager to be up and away that the his position of trust."
,
prospect of a long evening's wait made
"I am glad to have him back if he
"
her restless.
feels that way. I have nothing whatAs usual, Ed Austin had not taken ever to forgive him."
"Then be win be happy, and I have
the trouble to Inform his wife of his
whereabouts; Alalre was relieved to served you. That Is the end of the
'
find that he was out, and she decided matter." With a graceful gesture Lonthe subject "It is ta
. that be hud probably stayed at Tad gorlo dismissed
be my pleasure," he next inquired,
Lewis' for supper.
The women were seated on the "to meet Senor Austin, your husband?"
"I am afraid not"
porch after their meal, when up the
A mo-- .
"Too bad. I had hoped to know
driveway rode two horsemen.
ment inter a tall figure mounted the him and convince him that we fede1 steps
and came forward with out- rales are not such a bad people as he
seems to think. We ought to be
stretched hand, crying in Spanish:
.."Señora! I surprise you. Well, I friends, he and L"
Under this talk Paloma stirred untold you some day I should give my- t
self this great pleasure. I am here I" easily, and at the first opportunity
'General Longorlo I But what a burst out : "It's far from safe for you
surprise !" Alalre's amazement was to remain here, General Longorlo.
naive , her face was that of a startled This neighborhood is terribly excited
schoolgirl. The Mexican warmly kissed over the death of Ricardo Guzman,
her fingers, then turned to meet Pala and If anyone learned "
ma Jones. As be bowed, Hit women
"So! Then Guzman is d?ad?" Longlances over his head. Miss gorlo Inquired, with interewt
, exchanged
Jones looked frankly frightened, and
"Isn't he?" blurted Paloma.
her expression plainly asked the mean- "Not so far as 1 can learn. Only
' Ing of Longorlo's presence. To her- today I made official report that nothself, she was wondering If it could ing whatever could be discovered about
have anything to do with that expedi- him. Certainly he is nowhere in RoShe mero, and it is my personal belief that
tion to the Homero cemetery.
tried to compose herself, but appre- the poor fellow was either drowned
hension flooded her.
In the river or made way with for his
Alu I re, meanwhile,
her composure money. Probably the truth will never
recovered, was standing slim and mo be known."
tionless beside her chair, Inquiring
Longorlo had come to spend the
smoothly, "What brings you Into Tex- evening, and his keen pleasure in
as nt such a time, my dear general? Alalre Austin's company made him so
This Is quite extraordinary."
Indifferent to his personal safety that
"Need you ask me?" cried the man. nothing short of a rude dismissal
"I would ride through a thousand per would have served to terminate his
lis, señora. God in his gradousness visit. Neither Alalre nor her companplaced that miserable village, Romero, ion, however, had the least idea how
Why keenly he resented the presence of Paclose to the gates of heaven.
should I not presume to look through loma Jones.
them briefly? I came two days ago, and
IUwas a remarkable wooing; on the
e
every hour since then I have turned one hand this
man, gnawed
my eyes in the direction of Las
by Jealousy, heedless of the Illicit naAt lat I could watt no longer." ture of his passion, yet held within the
Paloma gasped and Alalre stepped bounds of decorum by some fag-enthrough the French window at her of respectability ; and on the other
back and Into tbe brightly lighted hand, a woman, bored, resentful and
living room. Paloma Jones followed tortured at the moment by fear about
as If In a tranco.
what was happening at the river bank.
It was late when Austin arrived.
Longorlo's bright eyes took t swift
'.nventory of his surroundings; hen he Visitors at Las Palmas were unusual
at any time; hence the sound of
sighed luxuriously.
"How flnel" said he, "How beautiful I A nest for a bird of paradise I"
"Don't you consider this rather a
mad adventure?"
Alalre insisted.
''Suppose It should become known that
you crossed the river?"
Longorlo snapped bis fingers. "I answer to no one; I am supreme. But
your Interest warms my heart; it
tflrlllg me to think you care for my
safety. Thus am I repaid for my days
CHAPTER
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half-savag-

Pal-ma- s.

d

of misery."
"Yo surely did not" Paloma awnl
lowed luird "come alone?"
"No. I took measures to protect myself In case of eventualities."
"How?"
"By bringing with me some of my
troopers.
Oh, they are peaceable fellows!" he declared, quickly; "and they
re doubtless enjoying themselves
S'llh

our friend and sympathizer,

Rangers.
Longorlo stared first at the huddled,
perspiring man beside the telephone,
and then at the frightened woman. "Is
that the truth?" he demanded harshly.
"Yes," Austin answered. "They are
bringing the body to this side. You
know what that means."
"Did you know this?" The general
turned upon Alalre, Of the four he
meeting Austin, Luis Longorlo was was the least excited.
From the background Paloma quathe sort of man who enjoys a strained
situation, and one who shows to the vered: "You told us Ricardo was not
best advantage under adverse condl dead, so It is all right. There is no-h-arm
done."
tlons. Accordingly, Ed's arrival, In
A brief silence ensued, then Longostead of hastening his departure, mere
rlo shrugged. "Who knows? Let us
ly served to prolong his stay.
It was growing late now, and Palo- hope that be suffered no harm on Mex- ma was frantic. Profiting by her first
opportunity, she whispered to Alalre,
"For God's sake, send him away."
Alalre's eye were dark with excitement "Yes," said she. "Talk to him,
and give me a chance to have a word

alone with Ed."
The opportunity came when Austin
went into the dining room for a drink.
Alulre excused herself to follow him.
When they were out of sight and hear
ing, her husband turned upon her with
an ugly frown.
"What's that greaser doing here?"
he asked' roughly.
"He called to pay his respects. Tou
' ... ,
must get him away."
"I must?" Ed glowered at her.
"Why don't you? You got him here
In my absence.
Now that I'm home,
you want me to get rid of him, eh?
What's the idear
"Don't be llly. I didn't know he
was coming and he must be crazy to
risk Buch a thing."
"Crazy r. Ed's Hp curled. "He isn't
crazy. I suppose he couldn't stoy away
any longer. By heaven, Alalre" .
Alalre checked this outburst with
a sharp exclamation: "Don't make a
scene
Don't you understand he holds
over fifty thousand dollars' worth of
La Feria cattle? Don't you understand
we can't antagonize him?"
"Is that what he came to see you
about
"Yes." She bit her Up.- Til explain
everything, but you must help me
send him back, right away." Glancing
at the clock, Alalre saw thut It was
drawing on toward midnight; with
quick decision she seized her husband
by the arm, explaining feverishly;
"There Is something big going on tonight, Ed I Longorlo brought a guard
of soldiers with him, and left them at
our pumphouse. Well, it so hnppens
that Blaze Jones and Mr. Law have
gone to the Romero cemetery to get
Ricardo Guzman's body."
"What?" Austin's red face paled,
his eyes bulged.
"Yes. That's why Paloma is here.
They crossed at our pumping station,
and they'll be back at any time, now.
If they encounter Longorlo's men
You understand?"
"Ricardo Guzman's body!" Austin
wet his Hps and swallowed with difficulty. "Why do they want his body?"
"To prove that he is really dead
and to prove who killed him." Noting the effect of these words,' Alaire
cried sharply, "What's the matter,
1

r

-

Edr

But Austin momentarily was beyond
speech. The decanter from which he
was trying to pour himself a drink
played a musical tattoo upon his glass ;
his face bad become ashen and pasty.
"How muny men has he got?" Austin nodded In the direction of the front
room.

"I don't know. Probably four or five.
What nils your
Something !n her husband's inexpli
cable agitation, something in the hunted, desperate way in which his eyes
were running over the room, alarmed
Alalre.
Ed utterly disregarded her question.
Catching sight of the telephone, which
stood upon a stand in the far corner
of the room, he ran to It and, snatch-

ing the receiver, violently oscillated
the hook.
"Don't do that I" Alalre cried, following him. "Walt! It mustn't get

."

out"
"Where?" asked Alalre.
"I left them at your pumping plant,
señora." Paloma Jones sat down heavily In the nearest chair. "But you need
have no uneasiness."
Alalre answered sharply, "It was a
very reckless thing to do, and yoj
must not remain here."
Longorlo drew his evenly arched
brows together In a plaintive frown,
spying. "lou are inhospitable 1" Then
Vs expression lightened. 'Or is it,"
"Is it that yon re ndeed
ipprehenslve for me?"
Alalre tried to speak Quietly. "I
should never forgive myself If you
came to, harm here at my ranch."
Longorlo sighed. "And I hoped for
j warmer wlome especially since I
i

!
Give me the Lewis ranch-qu- ick
I've forgotten the number."
With his free hand Ed held his wife
at a distance, muttering harshly : "Get
away now I I know, what I'm doing.
n youl"
He flung
Get away d
Alalre from him as she tried to snatch
the Instrument out of his hands.
"Ed!" she cried. "Are you out of
your mind? You mustn't"
Their voices were raised now, heedless of tbe two people i the adjoining

"Hello

'What's That Greaser Doing Here?"

XIII.

strange voices in the brightly lighted
living room at such an hour surprised
him. He came tramping in, booted
and spurred, a belligerent look of inquiry upon his bloated features. But
when he had met his wife's guests, bis
surprise 'turned to black displeasure.
Hti own sympathies in the Mexican
straggle were so notorious that Longo- room.
"Keep your hands jff, I tell you.
rlo's presence seemed to him to have
Why Hello
Is that you, TadT Again Ausbut one possible significance.
Paloma Jones was here he could not tin thrust his wife violently aside.
Imagine.
"Listen I I've Just learned that Dave
Alulre's caller remained at ease, and Law and old man Jones have crossed
appeared to welcome this chance of over to dig up Ricardo'! bodv. Yes.
1

one-piec- e

1

well-to-d-

f
"Hello!
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Is That You, Tad?"

lean soil.

That would be serious; Indeed; yes, very serious, for I have
given my word to your government
This David Law" he pronounced the
name carefully; but with a strange foreign accent "he is a reckless person
to defy the border regulations. It Is
a grave matter to invade foreign territory on such a mission." Longorlo
again bent his brilliant eyes upon
Alalre. "I see that you are concerned
for bis safety. You would not desire
hlra to come to trouble, eh? He has
done you favors; he Is your friend,
as I am. Well" a mirthless smile exposed his splendid white teeth "we
must think of that Now I will bid
you good night."
'Where are you going?" demanded
Miss Jones.
"To the river, and then to Romero.
I may be needed, for those men of
mine are stupid fellows, and there la
danger of a misunderstanding. In the
dark anything may happen. I should
like to meet this David Law; he Is
a man of my own kind." Turning to
"Young Ed," he said: "There Is reason for haste, and a horse moves slowly. Would you do me the favor, If yon
have an automobile"
"No! I won't!" Ed declared. "I
don't want to see the Rio Grande to
night I won't be involved"
"But you are already involved.
Come
There Is no time to waste, and
I have something to say to you. You
will drive me to the river, and my
horse will remain here until I return
for him."
There was no mistaking the com
mand in Longorlo's tone; tbe master
of Las Palmas rose as If under compulsion. He took his hat and he two
men left the room.
"Oh, Mrs. Austin!" Paloma gasped.
"They'll be in time, and so will the
Lewis gang."
"Quick I Ed will take his runabo- utwell follow in my ear." Alalre .fled
to make herself ready. A few moments
later she looked out from her window
and saw the headlights of Ed's run
about flash down the driveway to tbe
raid; then she and Paloma rushed to
the garage where the touring car stood.
"The moon is rising," Paloma half
"They'll be sure to see us.
sobbed.
Do you think we're ahead of Tad

bit in an attempt to catch a woman's
fancy. There is so much to say that
there is not half enough space in which
to say It
A colossal cornucopia of fashions has
been shaken out over the heads of
women, and one Is catching as one
can catch here and there. So much
Is changed, so much that Is new Is
offered, so vast a variety of stimulating
and enlivening fashions have fallen
from the skies, as it were, that women,
ever alert for interesting clothes at
this season of the year, are asking a
thousand questions and adding more
before these are answered.
Under this stimulus, the one who
reports fashions must try to meet the
situation by turning out the news in
that old, old form of Journalistic ex-- 1
presslon known as the reporter's notebook. After a while, affairs will simmer down. They will establish themselves on a sound basis and probably
remain on that foundation until next
February. However? there Is no hope
for calm at this moment and therefore,
I pour out all the news of the hour
In paragraphs. They cover the situation as far as it goes.
High Collars In Blouses.
The strongest evidence that women
will wear high collars In the winter,
Is that they are appearing In the cheap,
blouses. Some of these
are boned and fit the neck. Others
have a ruffle at the top of the high
edge. Neither style is as attractive
as the one that flares at the top in
the French fashion and- - envelopes the
flesh at the top of the neck Instead
of pushing It up.
The strong desire shown by the great
designers is to follow the lines of the
figure in all gowns. This eliminates
petticoats in a large measure. When
they are worn, tney must be exceedingly slim and of soft material.
The tendency toward the dlrcctolre
gown Is more marked as the autumn ad
Lewis?"
"Oh, yes. He hasn't had time to get vances, especially as regards colorful
here yet, but he'll come fast when he waistcoats that, fit the figure.
Kolinsky will hold Its place as the
starts. This Is the only plan I can
leader of peltry this season. It will
think of."
be lavishly used for trimming street
suits. Hudson seal ranks high. Its
soft and pliable skin allows it to fit
With General Longorlo's gang
In with the clinging drapery of the
and the Lewis gang walling to
year. Manufacturers say there is a
Law
Jones
and
ambush
at the
strong
demand for fine grades of Hudpump station, what chance have
son seal, especially for coats. Straight
those two got to save their lives?
boxcoats that flare slightly at the
The next Installment describes
hem, will be fashionable.
an exciting event
Jet in every form, will be acceptable
this year. The reopening of the old
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
mines in England, which were once
worked by the monks, has given a
Going Up.
strong Impetus to the trade in black
Helter Hlfller, the aviator, took me crystal. Sequins will not be used. The
fir a Joy ride in his new biplane.
surface will be facetted and highly polSkelter Gee, that certainly Is my ished. Entire gowns of Jet in superb
leía of a sky-lardesign, mounted on black tulle, will
1

k.

ready-to-we-

black velvet hat with
Upof horizon blue ribbon.
standing ostrich plume also in blue.
Four-cornere- d

crown

on many bats when the cold weather
comes.
Hatter's plush Is strongly Indorsed
by the milliners for women's street
hats. It will also be used for the brims
!

of the large picture hats which have
collapsible velvet crowns. Fortunately
for the majority of women, the
hat which was in fashion last
summer, will be retained for the winter
In this new material.
bell-shap-
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Are French Heels Going?
There Is no doubt of the fact that
French heels are doomed for street
wear, but this does not mean that they
will not still be worn Indoors. French
heels were never really intended for
walking, and the wonder Is that women of good sense and good taste have
for so long been willing to follow the
walking shoes.
vogue for
shoe undoubtedly
The French-heelegained popularity because of the short
skirt, and many persons have predicted that the sensible walking shoe
would not return to favor until the
short skirt had passed out of fashion.
But as indications point now skirts are
still to be moderately short, and at
the same time women are to wear
sensible heels.
high-heele- d

Belts Are Buttoned.
The use of wide belts is almost universal, and they are buttoned, Instead
of being tied, as were true of the mud-el- s
shown last year. Both metal and
celluloid buckles are used on belts, but
for ornament instead of use.

'

THE

TO PREPARE FOR

Catarrh of Stomach
Mrs. Mary Fennell, R. F. D,
Missouri, writes:
"I wish to say a ftw words In the
praise of Psruna. I have used It
with good results for cramps la the
Btomacn.
Also round It the very
thino Tor catarrh of the head. My
sister was cured of catarrh of stomach by the use of Peruna."
Mrs. K. T. Chomer, 60 East 42nd
St., Chicago, 111., says: "Manalln
best laxative on the market for liver
and bowels, very good for Indigestion

and heart burn."
Those who object to liquid
can secure Peruna Tableta.

medl-cine-

PEACE CONGRESS

Made Well

Po-no- n,

By Peruna.

House Undertakes Unusual Task at Request of
President Wilson.

Colonel

My Sitter. ÜO,
Also Cured
By
PE-RU-N-

s

DOES NOT AIM TO END WAR

A

Canada's liberal Offer of
Wheat Land to Settlers
is open to youto every fanner or farmer's son
who 13 anxious to establish for
himself a- happy home and
prosperity. Canada's hearty
Invitation tils year is more attractive

II

-

than ever. Wheat is much higher but
her fertile farm land just as cheap, and
in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
160 km leausttssj in actullr FiwtsStttkn
M4 at tnm f 19 to f 20 tw to
u Otto
Thi ffreat demand for Canadian Wheat will

Ui

keep up the price. Where a (armer can t
near R lor wheat and raise 20 to 15 bushels to
the acre he ie kmmmi to alie
that's
what you can expect In Weetern Canada. Wonderful ylelde alao of Oata, Barley and Flu.
Miiad Fermina In Wettem Canada is fully as
proataUe an industry at grain isieing.
Tba ereellent trasses, full of nutrition, are the only
food required
ttbar fur beef or dairy purposes
Good achooia, etanrcbaa, niarketa convenient, climate
eacallank There ja an onainal demand for farm
labor to replace the many roana man wbo hare
volunteered fur the war. Write for literature and
partloulars aa to reduced railway ralea to Sapa, of
utailgraUoa, Ottawa. Can., or to

W.V.

BENNETT

Boom 4, Doe Bldg
Canadian

uwilV

Omaha. Neb.

GoYirament Afent
-

Submarine Improvements.
Since April 1 German submarines
have been equipped with four new devices which increase their destructlve-nesand render It more difficult for
chasers to discover their whereabouts.
to remain In one
Formerly the
spot, bad to come to the surface, or
anchor themselves to the bottom; but
four small pumps are now used which
enable them to remain stationary while
submerged.
This not only conserves
fuel, but prevents its enemies from
hearing the throb of the submarine's
propellers. Telescopic periscopes give
further assistance to the submarine In
concealing its position. A mixture of
oxygen and strained gas is now used
In the engines, and the exhaust is
washed free of smoke and broken into
small bubbles, which do not leave
wake. Finally, new listening devices
enable It to hear and Judge the size of
ships at a considerable distance. Ex
change.
s,

A Big Plumber's Bill.
The party of tourists were watching
Professor X as he examined the
wrapped body of an ancient Egyptian,
"Judging from the utensils about
him," remarked the professor, ''this
mummy must hove been an Egyptian
plumber." It be Interesting," said a
. "Wouldn't
romantic younz lady "If we could
bring hlra to life?"

"Interesting but a bit risky," re
turned Professor X. "Somebody might
have to pay hlra for his time." Bos
ton Transcript ' '.
Dangerous Performance.
"Rather a bad automobile accident

here."
- "So It Is."
"How did It happen?"
"In the usual way. A young chap
roadster was trying
In a
to drive with one hand and press his
uit with the other."
d

An Emphatic Assuranee.

"If you don't marry me," exclaimed
the suitor, "I'll Join the army."
"Let me tell you something," an'
swered the girl. "If you don't Join
the army you won't even be well
enough acquainted with me hereafter
to ask me to marry you."
'

-

A woman would sooner do anything

than be herself.
Good wine needs no bush; and
good actress needs no press agent.

XI.

People; eat
.Raft

because they

like it and
they know

it's

'good for them
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Not Her Fault
Mrs. Short How did It happen thai
when we got back from the theater
last night I saw you let a policeman
out of the basement door?
Nora I don't know, mum, unlest
the play you wur to see wuz shorter
than they generally be.

CLEARS

8PANISH-A-

PIMPLES

AWAY

Does Cutlcura Ointment

Work Is to Equip Government With
Data That Will Be Important
When the Hostilities Come
to a Close.
New Tork. Col. E. M. House, who
was asked by President Wilson to undertake the task of preparing data for
the use of the United States when the
warring nations gather about the conference table to discuss peace terms,
has entered actively upon the performance of his unusual duties. Ills first
move was to select Dr. John 11. Finley,
commissioner of education of the state
of New York, as his chief assistant.
Doctor Finley will bring to the work
all the Information which he gathered
on a recent trip to Europe, .where be
made an extensive study of conditions.
Emphasis Is laid upon the fact that
the appointment of the president's intimate friend and counselor to this position is not Indicative of any move for
peace at this time but is merely preparatory to the peace conference
which must come Inevitably at some
time in the future.
The selection of Doctor Finley Is In
dicative of the. sort of experts with
whom Colonel House will confer. No
man or woman with a preconceived
opinion which might tempt one to color
circumstances so as to prove the cor-rectness of a personal point of view
will be permitted to participate In a
work where
Is a prerequisite to the arrival at conclusions
that will enable the government to determine upon a correct policy.
Emphasis la put upon the unalter
able determination that neither professional pacifists nor confirmed militarists can be in the slightest degree
In preparing statistics for governmental guidance, which must be
without taint of bias.
In an Interview Colonel nousemade
It plain that his appointment does not
Indicate any thought of Immediate
peace fJ
beIng ntertalned Dy
United States government. He agrees
with Lord Northcliffe in his message
delivered before the American Bankers' association In Atlantic City that
Useful

bj

Assisted

Cuticura 8oap Trial Free.
On rising and retiring smear the af
fected surfaces gently with Cu leur
Ointment Wash off in five mlnutei
with Cuticura Soap and hot water.
When the skin Is clear keep It ao bj
toilet and
using Cuticura for every-danursery purposes.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Adv.
Boston. Sold everywhere.
y

peace seems far off and America
should beware the trickery and treachery of such propaganda. The truth Is
that this effort on the part of the
United States to analyze war condl-- ,
Friendly Advice.
tlons and evolve a plan of proceedure
The fellow who tells you how tc when hostilities end Is a belated one,
run your business never offers to Just- as our military prepe.ra tlons
finance the shop.
lagged for a period. But now It Is
"full steam ahead and damn the torpedoes" with our army and navy with
not a thought' of let-uin "mind, so
ANY CORN UFTS OUT,
from now on there will be urgent
DOESN'T HURT A BITI
prosecution of search for material, historical and Informative, concerning the
world war. This quest of data will
No foolishness!
Lift your oorna
keep pace with an energetic prosecuand calluses off with fingere
tion of the contest, but will not halt It
It's Ilka maglc- lIn nny way.
To pause now In any
phase of belligerent endeavor might
Bore corns, hard corns, soft corns or dinke the prospect of peace even more
any kind of a corn, can harmlessly be remote than It seems at present.
No Sign of Early Peace.
lifted right out with the fingers If you
apply upon the corn a few drops of
The government sees nothing whatfreezone, says a Cincinnati authority. ever to indicate the early approach of
For little cost one can get a small peace, nor will Colonel House have
bottle of freezone at any drug store, anything to do with ascertaining the
which will positively rid one's feet of point of view of either the Entente
every corn or callus without pain.
belligerents or the central powers, or
This simple drug dries the moment possible terms upon the basis of which
It is applied and does not even irri- they might be willing to enter into netate the surrounding skin while ap- gotiations. He will remain In the United States. It Is possible that the state
plying it or afterwards.
This announcement will Interest department will be able to afford him
many of our readers. If your druggist aid In the work he has undertaken,
hasn't any freezone tell him to surely but he will not work with the departget a small bottle for you from bis ment nor In a diplomatic capacity, formal or Informal. He will have no title
wholesale drug house. adv.
and will receive no salary.,
The appointment of Colonel House
The Spirit That's Needed,
0. Bernard Shaw, the Irish play- affords another illustration of the exwright, said recently In London that panding position of the United States
nobody but an Idiot could Imagine In world affairs. Heretofore the state
that the pacifists and socialists would 'department has been equipped with
be allowed to have any say In the virtually all the information that was
peace negotiations which will end the necessary to the solution of international problems in which the United
world war,
"If Shaw Is right," said a labor lead- States has taken a direct Interest. The
er, "it's a bad thing for the world, and .war has brought new problems and
J
projected this country Into a field of
so I hope he's wrong.
"I hope the peace negotiations will International activity which It has selcreate among the nations' the silrit dom entered before.
The questions which will come beembodied In a saying Mileh an old
grandmother used to quote In my child- fore the peace conference at the end
of the war will" be multitudinous. The
hood, namely
" 'If you want a neighbor, be one.' " freedom of the seas, the neutralization
of seaways, the political homeogenelty
Exchange,
of peoples who claim the right of self- government and the disposition of ter- Captious.
"Dubwalte Is a hard tnaa to please." rltorlal possessions Involving economic,
So I've heard."
historical and political questions, will
"He went Into a cabaret the otheB Üe some of the many subjects to
considered, and the Information
night and complained about the Juzz-jbupoit-whlcconclusions may be based
band."
"Didn't it make noise enough to and policies decided must be at hand.
With exclusive European problems,
suit hlra?"
'No. He said he didn't believe the
was
exerting his full
drummer
TOLD IN A PARAGRAPH
strength."
-
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Where He Put Last Employer.
Blllton (engaging new chauffeur)
And have you any references from
your" last employer?
Applicant No, sir; but I can get
some In about a week.
Blllton Why the delayt
Applicant He'a In the hospital, sir.
The best antidoté to a woman la
a long dose of her.

ERICA N. '

It Is not expected that the representa
tives of the United States at the peace
council will be concerned.
But In the
disposition of general questions, relating to economic Intercourse and political development which will affect
virtually all the nations of the world,
the United States will have a potent
voice. In accordance with the policy
that has been consistently followed
since the outbreak of the war of holding aloof from European combinations
except In the prosecution of the war,
this government probably will not attempt to aid in the settlement of traditional Euorpean quarrels, except possibly aa a matter of friendly Interest
if opportunity arises.
House Likely to Be Delegate.
It was said unofficially that when
the time comes to organize a peace
conference, Colonel nouse, by virtue
of his present assignment, would In
all probability be selected as one of
the delegates from the United States.
It will be a part of Colonel House's
task to gather Intelligence relating to
commercial, economic and political situations abroad. He will keep abreast
of developments In all

fairs.

Help to Save
'

There's little peace when your kidney are weak and while at nrst there
may be nothing more aerioui than dull
backache, iharp, stubbing naina, headawney irreguaches, diaiy apella
larities, you must act quickly to avoid
the more serious trouble, dropsy, gravel,
heart disesNe, Bright' disease. Use

ev-

Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that
everywhere

rat-pro-

Quite Sufficient

is ao wsrmly recommended
by grateful users

A Colorado CaseE.

MonCharles
roe. Uli Cleveland
Loveland,
Ave.,
aaya: "I
Colo.,
had sharp twinges
In my back and
was laid up. My
back gave out
easily and it was
out of the question for me to
stoop. Af soon as
oan s
I "ed
Kidney Pille, I
and I
J'V7;r"Tl Kt relief taking
continued
them until I waa
cured. I believe
they will cur others and I am only
too glad to recommend them."
Cat Dean's at Aay Stare, SOeaBsx

"Mvtrt Fletwt

'

The Amateur Gurdener What do
la best for cabbage

you consider
worms T

The Market Gardener I never stud-letheir diet closely, but mine seem
to thrive on cabbages.

I

Cohens Are Numerous.
York city has more Cohens
than Smiths listed in Its city direcNew

tory.
To Get In Strong.
you do not feel like flattering a
woman you can make a hit by knocking her lady neighbors.

af-

DOAN'S WAV
N.T.

If

Colonel House will have associated
with him, as has' been stated, several
experts, probably college professors,
economists and specialists In commercial and financial affairs. The work
he Is to perform will not be connected
with similar undertakings In any of
the countries with which the United
States Is associated In the war.
The United States government Isn't
getting ready to enter into peace negotiations with Germany, isn't going
to meddle In strictly European questions relating to the war, and Isn't negotiating Just yet on the problems of
peace with the Entente, as has frequently been surmised.
Must Have Data In Advance. '
It Is Important for the United States
government now and will be even
more Important Inter on to have a
"who's who and what's what"
In the war In order that all phases Involved may be properly understood by
reference to data compiled In advance.
In time of war the government that
falls to prepare for peace will ultimately be at a disadvantage, says the
Philadelphia Public Ledge !i an
The representatives of Great
Britain, Austria, Russia and Prussia,
found this Out after the fall of Napoleon when they met Prince Talleyrand at Vienna. Talleyrand, sent by
France, had learned enough of the situation as It concerned all of the smaller European powers and as It concerned much of the opinion of Europe
to turn the tables upon the four great
powers and to stand as the champion
of the public rights of Europe.
Prince Talleyrand maneuvered, and
successfully, according to the rules
He really
of a secret diplomacy.
worked In behalf of selfish and na-
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For Infants and Children.
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tionalistic Interests. The partitioning
of Europe by the congress of Vienna
was the outcome of arbitrary compromise; It was prolific of future wars.
The knowledge which the great diplomatic exponent of France displayed
was more comprehensive than that of
his foes, that is all. Excepting that
he recognizes the need of precise information, President Wilson acts upon a principle different from that
He will
which guided Talleyrand.
urge this nation Into no alliance, even
with the nations with whom It Is associated In the common war against
He proposes
the Teutonic powers.
simply to equip himself with knowledge pertinent to the rights of all nations In common with America as they
may be concerned by the proceedings
of the peace conference.
To Show War Alma.
In this spirit the president hvs
asked Colonel House to survey the
field of military, naval and political
conditions In the countries of our enemies and our friends; to get at the
economic, political and emotional state
of things In every country, and to tell
frankly to Great Britain, Russia,
France, Italy and the neutral powers
the things that we are doing and that
we Intend to do In the war. Moreover, an attempt will be made to lift
the heavy curtain of censorship In
In orGermany and Austria-Hungarder to spread among their peoples a
comprehension of American war alms
and potentialities.
Officials are anxious that no Impression should be created, as a result of
Colonel House's appointment, of any
Intention to start peace negotiations
In the near future. So far as the attitude of the United States Is concerned, the president's reply to the
pope still remains the unaltered view,
of the government here.
The-- appointment of Colonel House
by the government of
IB recognition
the fact that the adjustment of peace
terms will be a very complicated, proceeding. Many points of dispute must
Questions of all sorts,
be settled.
economic, political,, aud historical, will
come up for discussion, and the American delegates must be forearmed with
a mass of Information and statistic1
data to meet every situation.
No data concerning present conditions in Germany or Austria will come
within the scope of Colonel House's
work, as, this would come under "mil
itary, Information."

living,

erybody should use all possible meane to
prevent Waste and to help aiive food. No
one nieana ran be more effective than a
vlgroroua campaign to exterminate rata
which destroy over two hundred million
dollar! worth of foodstuffs annually. Keep
cana, atop up their
ftarbage In
above all exterminate them
with fltearns' Paste, which can be bought
for few renta at any atore. A two ounce
box will ueiiAllr rid a house or barn of
every rat. It deatroya mire, cockroaches
and waterbug aa well. Adv.
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Back Lame and Achy?
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As Age Advances the Liver Requires
Small Pill, Small
Dose, Small
Price But
Great In
its Good

occasional (light stimulation.

CARTER'S
jVttKICKOI

LITTLE LIVER PILLS
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True to His Word.
An Exaggeration.
"I 'haven't any case," admitted thi
"Crossing the ocean nowadays Is
a serious proposition," said J. P. Mor client, "but I have money."
"How much?"
gan, who crosses the ocean contlnu-- !
"Sixty thousand dollars."
ally, "but It Isn't, after all, as ter-- t
"Phew t. You have the best .case
rlble a thing as certain exaggerations
I ever handled," said the lawyer. "I'll
would make you believe.
"'Anything to declure?' a customs see that you never" go to prison with
...
officer said to a man who had Just that sunt."
And the client didn't he went ther
crossed the ocean.
"
i
" 'Yes,' said the man.'
.
declare that broke,
Fm one mass of black and blue bruises
Some Stingy Man.
from jolting and bumping for six days
We know a man so stingy that he
over a regular corduroy road of Gercan raise onions In a salve box.
man mines and submarines.'"

1

.

i

Mates the laundress hanpy that's Red
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. . All good grocers. Adv. .
Tommy and the Medicos.
Tommy Mother, I Just saved you
a lot of money,
Ma How so?
Tommy Didn't you say an apple a
day keeps the doctors away?
Ma Yes.
Tommy Well, I kept about six doc-

tors away today.

Í

na aw aahia laaa. let m Id voa Sow yoa ttt la-enw yow lacOM ariUat Aperina Litarlos PlaaM,
Pnmbia LapK Laamam, ate. Old weN kaowa fntmct
Eaailr aol. arora all or apara Moa, Ns coaipnirloa.
sol aeceMarv. Oaly soilll caailal rasarrad.
Kackalva terrMerr w Iwatlara.
AMERICAN CAS MACHIN! CO,

SHOP

REPAIRING

gy

PARCEL POST
Finest equipped plant In West. Shoes received
and shipped bj mail, lien's solee, 114&, women's
11.00. Write tor price list and shipping tag.
DENVER SHOE FACTORY, 1645 Oasea St, Darrsr, CaL

Hastening His Departure.
"Is young Boreson making much
progress with Miss Gadder?"
Hand Teacher wants position. Lona aneoeeafe
experience. Ability and character. Befercncee.
Mee.
a. a. eáiuwos, aes at, Teaai
."Not In the sense of winning her
affections."
:... .
"Nor .
ornan
"It Is currently reported that when
put
record
a
new
he. turns his back to
on the phonograph she moves up the
hands on the clock nnywhere from fifteen minutes to half an hour."
.

Eyery If

According to tests made In Europe
the durability of bronze Is proportionate to Its content of tin.
When he wad between thirty-tw- o
A pressed carboard cover to protect
,
thirty-sixLeaves
Whitman wrote
and
Reading, Pa., will feed city garbage
the tops of desks Is the Invention of
of Grass.
municipal hogs.
fo
f "
'
'
Plans are being made to clear vast a California school Janitor.
Millions' of horses are being detracts of land In the Straits Settlestroyed In the present war.? Since the
murine Is for Tired Eyes,
ments for the production of bananas.
g
a
Sore Eyes
Red Eyea
Experiments are to be made at Hon- beginning of the war about 750,000
Granulated Braids. Ksts 3
olulu, Hawaii, with the fiber of bauana have been sent from the United States
Rmuiih. Murine Ii a Favorite S
I Rfretms
fur Hyei that feel dry and smart.
stalks In the manufacture of bags for to Europe, and reports show a decrease I Treatment
Gire ruar Bres aa mncb of jroor loTlnv care a
regularity.
of about 83,000 In. the number of
t aa roar Teetb and with the
shipping sugar. The necessary machincune rus inte),
tus mmui sui sen cira s
fi
ery was brought from the United horses In this country for the year
B Sold at Urng and Optical Btoraa or bjr Mall.
1916 and 1017,
States.
I ais aninat crt iimii) to, muís nr rrn sw j

"silJií!

f
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FOR PrPQniMAI
Dissolved in water for douche stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflan
matioov? Recommended by Lydin E.
FinLham MaoL Co. fne tM
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
ore tbroat and aere eyes.-- fcconomicaJ.
Hu axtnon&unr cioauma and lermiólal bom.
SOe. al dniniiti. or potroaid tar
Sarapla
UVá-irsVl-

?

lneraTtea Toilet Company. Boatoii.

W. N.

DENVER, NO.
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Mills Mexican Bean Day

MOSQUERO
?

First Great Annual Celebration

cemetery.

E,

R. C. Cmjnig, President

Miss Lillian Gkiskr, Sec'y..
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

CATHOLIC
Report says, Mr. Hubert West
Mass once eacb month at"" thehas joined the large number of
"Ford"owner3 and intends to Catholic Church. Dates announc
have a little pleasure as they go ed in advance,
Rev. Fr. Chateau,'
along. '
Priest in charge,
Mr. AdamTroup returned from
Texas, Saturday. He says he Methodist Episcopal Church
had a nice time, and likes Texas
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT'
verv well, but New Mexico's
1st & 3d Sundays at Liberty, 11 A. M.
hard to beat.
' Solano 7.30 P. M,
-

19 &20, 1917
Milico N ew IvJieXo

Grandpa Bergkvist is very sick

Everybody come and help make this first annual Celebration
A Grand Success

MAIN FEATURES
Baked Beans, Barbecue, Big Auction Sale of

226 Lots In the Town Of MILLS
SECOND DAY
BABY SHOW AND

FARM EXHIBITS
Roping and broncho busting.
Girl's Sack race.
Gcits foot races and broad
jumping contests and other
amusements.
BIGLOTSALE AFTERNOON

The town of Mills is located on the El Paso and Southwestern Railway
79 miles northeast of Tucumcari, 50 miles south of Dawson, the largest
coal mining camp in the west, and 31 miles south of French, the junction
of the E. P. & S. W. and Santa Fe Railways.
Every body bring dinner on first day and on second day bring baked
beans and join in the big FREE BARBECUE.
MASQUERADE BALL ON THE LAST NIGHT.
Beginning promptly at 8 o'clock.
I"

':'.'.

2nd & 4th Sundays

at Bradley

11

A.M.

Mosquero 7.30 P. M.
R. L. MATTHKW, Pastor,

We hope he will soon recover.

Mrs. II. I. Moore and children
BAPTIST
came down from Dawson, Tues
day for a visit at the C. C, Second Sunday in each month.
Service? 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Moore home.
Miss Ruth Moore returned
Tucumcari Wednesday.

Cowboy's general roundup
entertainment. Roping, Racing
Riding, Bronco Busting and
other. Frontier feats.
MEXICAN BEAN RACE
Spud race, Sack race etc
BIGLOT SALE AFTERNOON

Y. P. S. C.

to

CHRISTIAN

ROY '

Services 2d Sunday of each
'Mr. H. L. Cox is back again
pleasur
a
after
route
mail
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
on the
Texas.
spent
in
able.vacation
4th Sunday of each month "at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Quite a number of the young Communion
service at the mornpeople of this community attend ing service.
ed the ' Farewell" party given
at the Wilson home in Roy last
PLEASANT VIEW
Monday evening. The party was
First Sunday each Month at 3,
in honor of the boys who were p.m.
leaving for the training camps.
MILLS
All report a pleasant evening.
Sunday
3rd
at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. HearK, Pastor.
Irvin Ogden Jr. started ou
with the wreck of his old bean
LODGE DIRECTORY
thresher this week to thresh
beans for a few weeks. His old
machine has been overhauled and
tinkered up till it will hold to
gether for this season. He has
I.O.O.F.
nrobablv threshed more beans
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
than anv one man on the mesa
Meets at its own Hall
and knows the science of it wel
Every Wednesday
enough to run a better rig.
Evening
Visiting Brothers always welJ. J. Jackson, of Route 1, call come.
ed Saturday to accuse us of creat
R. C. Grunig, N. G.
ing a habit by sending him papers Wm. G. Johnson Sec'y.
while his Droof notice was run- have
the
nine so he has to
Rebekah Degree
S--

regularly henceforth.
The Government needs Far

Harmony lodge

No. 24 .
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
' Evening each month
mers as well as Fighters. Two
I. O. O. F. Hall
million three hundred thousand
N. G..
Grace W. Gibbs
Acres of Oregon & California Grace V. Ogden Secy.
Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title
Visiting Sisters welcome
revested in United States. To
and
homesteads
opened
for
be
sale. Containing some of best
Sour. Stomach
land left in United States. Large
Eat slowly, masticate your fooe thor
Copyrighted Map, showing land oly, abstain from meat for a few days
by sections and description of and, in most cases the sour stomach
soil, climate, rainfall, elevations will disappear. If It does not, take one
Tablets immediately
temperature etc., Postpaid One of Chamberlain's
most
after supper.

Red meats are

Grant Lands Locating likely to cause sour stomach atvd
10-- 1
may find it best to cut them out.
Co. Portland, Oregon.
Dollar.

WA Nt ED !
cfalcKens,
-

A Bid's a Sal- e- No Reserve Bid- s- Every Lot Goes at the Price Offered
QciIé
TvtMYio
X Grillo rvf
UI OClli""One Third of Purchase Price, CASH, One Third in Six Months, Balance November 1
,

percent interest a deferred payments.
amounts under $10.00 Ceh.

1918, 6

6

percent discount on full purchase for Cash on amounts over

G RESS & I'ELFHR

j?

$10.00-A- ll

ERS

Highest Market price
Paid in cash.
See me at the HOME RESTAURANT, ROY, N.M.

Col. F. O. WHITE,

,

-

0Cto

FIRST DAY

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

at Christian Church.
Your
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Smith are
necesBary.'"
presence
is
O the proud parents of a big boy:
Rev. G. B. IÍAuV.Supt
7th,
born Sunday the
Grindma Bergkvist passed on
to a better world, Sunday, at the
Plumlee Hospital. She had been
sick for some time. Many friends
in this community mourn her
death. The funeral took place
Monday afternoon at the Bradley

Friday and Saturday,

.

1

J El

Church Directory

Auctioneer.

J. F. Arnett.
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